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1 Introduction

TheJn-Vessel Transient Analyses Code INTRA [1,2] is derived from the
chemical reactions and distribution code CRDLOC, which has been modi-
fied to model the behaviour specific for fusion reactor accidents. That code,
which handled complex matters such as oil and cable fires, became too
complicated for the desired purposes. Furthermore, some functions, of
specific importance for NET and ITER, such as oxidation of Beryllium and
simultaneous consideration of up to three different materials reacting at the
same time, were not included. The requirements was to get a code which
could be run on a IBM workstation and operating under UNIX conditions.
This would be of special importance for the ISAS (Integrated Safety
Analysis code System) project, where INTRA is specified to be the
reference code for containment function analyses, i.e. in-vessel reactions and
transport and distribution problems. As a member of ISAS, INTRA would
participate in predicting source terms resulting from accidents at the ITER
facilities.

It was considered essential that the experience as well as parts of the
experimental validation from the basic code RALOC [3,4] (which is the
thermal hydraulic basis for CRDLOC) could be used, and maintained, with
INTRA. INTRA therefore basically uses the same thermo-hydraulic models,
the same integration methods for the resulting differential equations, a similar
code structure and many of the routines applied in the codes RALOC and
CRDLOC. INTRA was optimised by removing those parts of the source code
which were not necessary for the given applications. Further, various routines
were modified and reorganised (e.g. large complicated subroutines broken
down into smaller blocks) and others adapted to the specific task (e.g. the
input, output, storage of results and restart part).

During another GRS project the code RALOC was implemented into the
GRS Plant Analyser [5]. During this work, which was completed in 1992,
various new routines were implemented in order to use this dynamic graphic
tool with its sophisticated analysis methods. It was assumed that this could
be a helpful tool for the ISAS project as well and therefore decided that this
option should be conserved in the development of INTRA. Several of the
graphic tools and data handling routines have been considerably modified
during the past three years, and had to be exchanged, adapted or updated for
INTRA. It seemed appropriate to use this chance for a complete
reorganisation of the structure of the output and restart vectors. This meant
that the whole keyword structure had to be reorganised too, i.e. some
routines acting as an interface between the physical code and the graphic
part had to be rewritten.
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One of the most important differences from RALOC is INTRA's new zone
model where there is a non-equilibrium system applied. In this model the
atmosphere (including steam) has a distinct temperature while the liquid
water takes on the saturation temperature of steam under the given
conditions. This allows water to be present in a zone with superheated
steam, and condensation and evaporation will be considered even at non-
saturated conditions (e.g. condensation at the surface of cold structures and
evaporation of accumulated water). The new model also handles spon-
taneous evaporation of liquid water at low pressures. These improvements
are considered to be of importance for the ITER project and similar
applications.

Further, there are several improvements and new types of flow modelling to
handle, e.g. critical flow choking effects and various technical special
components, such as present controlled bleed lines.

Another important difference to RACOC concerns the sophistical modelling
of external and internal heat loads or sources to heat slabs, such as necessary
for plasma disruption, decay heat consideration or active cooling of structure
parts.
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2.1

Code Characteristics

INTRA

Type: INTRA is a systems code where you model the vessel, contain-
ments, buildings and all adjacent systems. It has a lumped parameter
approach, with finite volumes and volume integrated parameters. It is also of
multinode type, where you can model up to 100 zones, 200 junctions and
300 heat slabs. The limitations are for practical reasons such as storage and
computing time, and the numbers of nodes may be increased, if necessary.
The computing time roughly increases with the square of the number of
nodes. If necessary, the code could be turned to handle larger numbers of
zones, junctions or structures by increasing the dimension of some
parameters.

Physics: The laws of conservation of mass and energy give rise to
differential equations for the following integration variables (physical
parameters) for each zone n :

(temperature, [°C])
(mass of water, H2 O (1), [kg])
(mass of steam, H2O (g), [kg])
(mass of hydrogen, H2, [kg])
(mass of oxygen, O2, [kg])
(mass of nitrogen, N2, [kg])
(mass of carbon monoxide, CO, [kg])
(mass of carbon dioxide, CO2, [kg])
(mass of helium or deuterium/tritium, He or D2 / T2,
[kg])
(mass of reacted beryllium, Be, [kg])
(mass of reacted graphite, C, [kg])
(mass of reacted tungsten, W, [kg])

Conservation of momentum gives rise to differential equations for one
integration variable (physical parameter) for each j unction j :

Z(n,l)
Z(n,2)
Z(n,3)
Z(n,4)
Z(n,5)
Z(n,6)
Z(n,7)
Z(n,8)
Z(n,9)

Z(n,10)
Z(n,ll)
Z(n.\2)

T
MW
MS
MCI
MC2
MC3
MC4
MC5
MC6

MC7
MC8
MC9

G (gas mixture, flow [kg/s] of zone atmosphere or
nonstationary water)

Energy balance between the heat entering and leaving the structures gives
rise to differential equations for one integration variable (physical
parameter) for each layer (k) of each heat slab (1):

(temperature of a structure or material at a certain
position, [°C])
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Chemistry: Modelling of the chemical reactions of solid materials with
water and/or oxygen concerns the following structure- (k, 1) and zone (n)
integration variables (physical parameters):

Z(k,l) (certain heat slab temperatures, [°C])

Z(n, 10), Z(n, 11) (mass of reacted solid material, [kg])
and/or Z(n, 12)
Z(n,3) to Z(n,8) (mass of participating gas components, [kg])

Integration: Implicit integration of the ordinary differential equations is
performed, unless otherwise stated by the user. The exception is for highly
transient systems where explicit integration is performed. The ODE-system
(Ordinary Differential Equations) vector is containing all (12) variables of
all zones, all active junctions and all layers.

2.1.1 Hard and software types

Computer: Originally an IBM or a DEC workstation (at GRS),
after some system specific modifications (e.g. time)
also a SUN workstation (at Studsvik EcoSafe).

Operative system: UNIX

Language: FORTRAN IV

Size: The source code is about 42,000 lines.

Storage: less than 7 Mb for the source deck installation
less than 5 Mb for the executable version

Computing
Time: 2 minutes -10 hours (depending on the simulation

configuration).
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2.1.2 Program flow chart

INTRA code flow chart, with subroutines in order of execution.

Position
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
INTRA

BRANDY
ERRSET
FIRKIN
INACAL

CBPAGE
CHECKY

INAFKT
FANCEM

WEGJA
GIMTAN

WEGJA
ZGETFD

HADINP
HADOUT
HECU

HCDIM
HCDYN
HCINP

HCEQVL
HCFREE
HCFSET
HCMSET
HCPROG
HCTINI

HCSTA
HCVPRP

HIMTAN
WEGJA
ZGETFD

INAHTO
MTRCEM

TAF
PSA
TSA

TSA
ESTAPUB

SCOTCH
SURFRE

INAWIM
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0

DSTAWIR
PSA
TAF
TSA
WEGJA
ZGETFD

SATURN
TAF
TSA
WEGJA

SMTAN
TAF
TSA
WEGJA
ZGETFD

STRCEM
FTYP00
FTYP01
FTYP02
FTYPO3
FTYP04
FTYP05
FTYP06
FTYP13
FTYP14
FTYP15
FTYP78

ZGETFD
CLOCK

ITJME
EVE
FANCEM
FEBE

FECK
FJJVfP

FDECHE
FELMHE
FRECHE
FSOLVE
FTRIX

EMMA
FJAORD

SERROR
FJASEQ

SERROR
FMABLE
FMABLT
FMATGR
FORG
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0

FPACSB
FPERM
FSBMSO

FLU
FLUMB

FTAB1
FDEFMI

SERROR
FEMMA
FORG
FXX
FYY
SERROR

SERROR
FMACHI
FTRIX
SERROR

FKTHF

INAFKT
FTRIX
GIN
GIRLS
GROUPY

CBPAGE
TAF
TSA

HCOUTP
INAFKT
INAOUT

CBPAGE
FANCEM
HCOUTP
INASIS

GESTJA
WEGJA

INARW
INASIS
INSTUF
PILOT
SATURN
TAPERR
ZCOP
ZCOUPR
ZDCLOS
ZDREAD
ZDWRIT
ZGETCD
ZGETFD
ZWAIT
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KEYKEY
INAZCH

MALT
RADIM

CBPAGE
RAHEC

HECU
RAICEM

CBPAGE
GESTJA
GIN
TAF
TSA
WEGJA

RAINIT
CBPAGE

RAZERO
ZKEYIN

2.2 Graphical simulation

2.2.1 GKS Graphic

Graphics: Installation of GKS and problem specific data sets are required.
The dynamic graphic pictures are problem specific, i.e. to be prepared
separately (static and dynamic parts) for each new simulation using different
geometry. Transformation of sophisticated nodalisations into simplified
schemes (new nodes composed of several old ones) can be achieved
comparatively easy by changing or adapting applied keywords in the
dynamic graphic part.

Size: 90 Mb for source installation of GKS software. Note that this will
require special licensing. If machines and systems are identical to GRS
configuration (RS 6000) and the software is only used for testing purposes
and not distributed, the executable form may be directly installed. In this
case it will only require the following storage size:

Storage: 3 Mb for the executable object.

2.2.2 SIMU/31

Graphics: SIMU is a special analyses simulator tool developed by GRS.

Size: 25 Mb for source installation.

Storage: 6 Mb for the executable object.
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3 Integration methods

This section contains basic information on how the time advancement
module FEBE works in INTRA and what the attending messages mean. For
the application of INTRA it is not required to know all the mathematical and
numerical fundamentals behind FEBE. However, in the course of an
analysis you may have problems with the stability of the simulation system
leading to small time steps and hence to a low computational speed. In
almost all cases this will not be caused by FEBE but by the physical models,
either due to the indeed highly transient processes or possibly due to an
unsuitable application of some models. Unfortunately, FEBE cannot tell you
unmistakebly, what to do. Nevertheless, some basic knowledge on FEBE
and the interactions with the physical modules will assist you in trouble
shooting.

The following sub-chapters are taken from the ATHLET User's Manual [6]
and are only slightly modified for INTRA purpose.

3.1 The mathematical-numerical problem to be solved

The system of partial differential equations of the INTRA thermo-fiuid
dynamic-, and structures model has been transformed into a system of non-
linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of first order.

Initial value problem
The resulting mathematical-numerical problem to be solved during an
INTRA run is the numerical solution of an initial value problem for a large
ODE system.

-Z = f(y?t) with initial values y(to) = yo (3.1)

Solution variables
The components y; of the solution vector yT = (yi,y2,—,yN) are the so-called
solution variables. They are locally defined, time dependent variables,
which describe the thermal-hydraulic state in each of the network basic
elements, like pressures in control volumes or mass flows injunctions. N
denotes the number of solution variables in the network; it depends on the
number of basic elements in the network and on the number of solution
variables per basic element. The required consistent initial values y(t0) are
either calculated by the steady state calculation, or are the result of
preceding FEBE time step.
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3.2 Brief description of the FEBE solution method

FEBE (Forward Euler, Backward Euler) is a general purpose solver for the
solution of non-linear ODE systems of first order. It is based on an Euler
method either forward or backward difference line (explicit or implicit
discretisation). The main characteristics are:

• One-step method of variable order

• Explicit/implicit partitioning of the ODE system

• Automatic time step control

• Automatic choice of method order (max. 3)

• Rigorous error control through an extrapolation technique

• Numerical linearization of the non-linear algebraic equation system
from backward differencing

• Application of the sparse matrix solver FTRDC to the non-linear
algebraic system

• Automatic control of the Jacobian matrix update

• Interface to the models
for additional time step reduction
for additional Jacobian updates
for error bounds dedicated to the different types of solution
variables

Implicit solution
In INTRA applications the ODE system normally is solved implicitly, i.e.
the left-hand side of equation 3.1 is approximated by the ratio of differences
and its right-hand side is evaluated with yI1+1,tn+1 as argument.

yn+I _ yn

= f(yn+1,tn+1) (3.2)
At

In the explicit case the right-hand side of equation 3.2 is replaced by f^ f 1 ) .

Linear-implicit Euler
y"+1 stands for the approximate solution of equation 3.1 at the new time level
t"+1 = tn+At. Because of its non-linearity the right-hand side of equation 3.2 is
expanded in a Taylor series, which is cut off after the first term. This
delivers the so-called linear-implicit Euler integration method.
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At

Jacobian matrix

(3.3)

— L Its
Or]

i-th and k-th column element {aik| is defined by the partial derivative of the

ODE right-hand side component fj with respect to yk:{aik} = \ — - >. The

linear-implicit Euler yields a linear equation system for the computation of
the solution increment Ay = y"+1 - y" during the step from f to tn+1. The linear
system is used in FEBE for the calculation of the sub-step or basic solutions.

(3.4)

The linear-implicit Euler method is an integration method with optimal
stability properties, but its local time discretization error converges only
with the order p=l, which allows only small time step sizes.

Extrapolation technique
To obtain a local discretization error of higher order, an extrapolation
method is used in INTRA. By repeated application of the above explicit or

implicit Euler method with different, downscaling time step sizes — , a
j

sequence of Euler solutions yAt j=l,2,3... is calculated at the point
j

f+1=t"+At, (see Figure 3.1 for j=3). This sequence is used as a basis for an
extrapolation algorithm which determines a table of solutions Tik at the point
t"+1 by means of polynomial extrapolation (implicit case) or rational
extrapolation (explicit case). The extrapolated solutions T22 are of error
order p=2, T33 of order p=3. The stability properties of the extrapolation are
nearly as optimal as those of the basic linear-implicit Euler method in the
implicit case.
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12

t n+1 = t n + A t

A t

1*A t/1

2*A t/2

3*A t/3

Figure 3.1
FEBE extrapolation scheme.

Error control
The local time discretization error of every single solution variable is
examined and compared with the specified error bounds. There are three
different types of error bounds:

1 The relative error EPS for hydrodynamic variables and EPSHEC
for the structures have to be specified by you in your ESTTRA input
data.

2 The lower absolute error bounds CLIMx, which are preset as a set
of default values for all masses (components). They can be
modified by the SCALFA factor. You can specify own bounds
separately for every junction and for the temperature of all zones
(CLDvflN) and for the temp of the heat slab layers (CLIHEC).

The errors are examined for the first time, after the solution T22 has been
calculated as a linear combination of Tn and T21. If for at least one single
solution variable the approximate error in T22 exceeds the selected error
bound, the time step is either solved in three sub-steps or the overall time
step size is reduced. For the first case the approximate error in T33 is com-
pared again with the error bounds, and so forth. The confirmed error bounds
do not mean that all the solutions for the whole simulation deviate only that
value from the 'true' solution. It only signifies that the approximate local
(taking y" as true solution oft") errors are below that bound.
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Time step control
At the beginning of every time step FEBE needs a step size proposal. This is
presently preset in INTRA as 1.0*104 (s). At the end of every time step a
new step size for the next time step is proposed by FEBE, derived from the
solution components with the worst convergence behaviour. Also the
reduction of the actual step size is controlled possibly by only one equation.
After each time step a time step edit is printed announcing these worst
variables separately for the proposal for the next (HO) and the reduction (if
any) of the present step size (DT). Example:

T=7.8909E+01
T=7.9109E+01
T=7.9285E+01
T=7.9489E+01

H0=2.004E-01
H0=1.761E-01
H0=2.036E-01
H0=9.833E-02

IZ
IZ
IZ
IZ

307
308
309
310

IFO64 *
IFO64 *
EFO64 *
IFO64 *

LM115
LM115
LM115
LM115

NFKT261
NFKT
NFKT
NFKT

34
23
23

IH0N
IHON
IHON
IHON

135
15
99
25

RED BY 25
NO REDUCT
NO REDUCT
NO REDUCT

1
2

3 1.00D-04
3 1.00D-04
IFO
IFO

1
1

26
626

* LM
* LM

1 NFKT 250
1 NFKT 16

IHON
IHON

626
626

NO REDUCT
NO REDUCT

The time step 307 was reduced by Z-value #25 (which you can find in the
first part of the output; please proceed the following way: 1) find
'EPSHEC, 2) find the given #, here _25_, 3) go back some times if
necessary. You will then find which junction or in this close which value of
which zone. Here it was the first value of zone NR 3, which means the temp.
Of this zone, which was the reason to reduce the time step) The time steps
308-310 were not reduced, the variables which limited the proposal for the
next time step were ffl0N=15, 99,25 (for 308, 309, 310). Another example:

FEBE: 1.00D+00 4.672D-03 2
FEBE: 1.00D+00 3.538D-03 3
T=2.1000E+01 H0=2.827E-02 * IZ
T=2.1028E+01 H0=2.488E-02 * IZ

FEBE: NEW JACOBIAN MATRIX REQUESTED BY INTERNAL STEP SIZE REDUCTION
IFTRIX= 3 NMKEY=4 (REDUCTION) LM= 2
T=2.1040E+01 H0=1.820E-02 * IZ 3 IFO 1 * LM 2 NFKT 257 IHON 626 NO REDUCT
T=2.1058E+01 H0=2.053E-02 * IZ 4 IFO 1 * LM 2 NFKT 11 IHON 626 NO REDUCT
T=2.1079E+01 H0=1.963E-02 * IZ 5 IFO 1 * LM 2 NFKT 16 IHON 626 NO REDUCT
1 AT TIME .21079E+02SEC TIME STEP .19628E-01SEC 16 FKT CALLS THE STA

Proceeding as before you will find that step 3 (IZ=3) was reduced by Z-
value #633, which is junction #9 in the given case. You can find the variable
in each case by going to the top of the listing and searching for this number
(adding a blank before and after: '-633_'). You will then receive the list, e.g.
of CLIMIN values for each variable and be put to the variable you have
been looking for. The listing will also tell you if it is a zone variable or a
junction and which one, see next page. The limiting variables for the other
time step proposals were:

step 1: IH0N=626 -> junction 2
step 2:IH0N=626 -> junction 2
step 3:IH0N=626 -> junction 2
step 4:IH0N=626 -> junction 2
step 5:IH0N=629 -> junction 5
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Finding variable #25 of first example:
...skipping...
EPSHEC FOR ALL LAYER-TEMPERATURES:
ZONE=>NR
ZVALUE
ZVALUE
ZVALUE
ZVALUE
Z VALUE
ZVALUE
ZVALUE
ZVALUE
ZVALUE
Z VALUE
ZVALUE
ZVALUE
7(WF—>NR
ZVALUE
Z VALUE
ZVALUE
Z VALUE
Z VALUE
ZVALUE
ZVALUE
Z VALUE
...skipping..
ZONE=>NR
7 VAT TTP

ZVALUE

Z VALUE

ZVALUE

Z VALUE
ZVALUE

Z VALUE

Z VALUE

ZVALUE
Z VALUE
ZVALUE

1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Zj

26

27

28

29
30

31
32

33
34
35

TYPE:
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN

1.0000E-01 CLEHEC 1.0000E+01
i < „

1.0000E-01
2.0000E+00
2.0000E-01
1.1750E-03
1.0000E-02
3.0000E-02
1.0000E-02
3.0000E-02
1.1750E-02

NO INTEGRATION
CLIMIN
CLIMIN

•y
id

CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN
CLIMIN

3
PT TMTM

CLIMIN

CLIMIN

CLIMIN

CLIMIN
CLIMIN

CLIMIN

CLIMIN

CLIMIN

1.0000E-02
1.0000E-02
TYPF
i x re

1.0000E-01
2.0000E+00
2.0000E-01
2.3500E-03
1.0000E-02
3.0000E-02
1.0000E-02
3.0000E-02

TYPE
1 (Wlf»T7 (\\
I .UUUUH-U1

2.0000E+00

2.0000E-01

8.8125E-04

1.0000E-02
3.0000E-02

1.0000E-02

3.0000E-02

8.8125E-02
NO INTEGRATION
CLIMIN 1.0000E-02

i <

1 <

<- lol VdliaDlc
(MW)
(MSteam)
(MH2)
(MO2)
(MN2)
(MCO)
(MCO2)
(Be)

Finding variable #633 (or 626, 629) of 2nd example:

CONNECTIONS
ZWERTNR
ZWERTNR
ZWERTNR
ZWERTNR
ZWERTNR

625 = JNR
625 = JNR
625=JNR
625 = JNR
625 = JNR

1 1
2 ]
3 ;
4 •

5 ]

l-> 2
l-> 3
>-> 4
5-> 4
[-> 5

MIT CLIMIN
MIT CLIMIN
MIT CLIMIN
MIT CLIMIN
MIT CLIMIN

.1000E+03

.1000E+03

.1000E+03

.1000E+03

.1000E+03
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ZWERTNR 625=JNR
ZWERTNR 625 = JNR
ZWERTNR 625 = JNR
ZWERTNR 625 = JNR

6 2-> 6
7 5-> 7
8 6-> 8
9 3-> 7

MITCLIMIN
MITCLIMIN
MITCLIMIN
MITCLIMIN

.1000E+03

.1000E+03

.1000E+03

.1000E+03 <=

Jacobian update control
The update of the Jacobian matrix consumes the CPU time of about 4 to 8
regular time steps, which can be clearly more than 50 % of the total CPU
time. For that reason, the update of the matrix is initiated only if some of the
matrix elements are not longer valid for the time step or if the user limits the
number of applications. LMM says how often: LMM=3 says that the routine
would be allowed 3 more time steps with the same matrix. If this is done,
which means 4 steps with the same matrix were possible then the following
message will appear:

IFO42 *
IFO42 •
IFO42 *
IFO42 *

INX BY INACAL POS 2 - IMZ= 3 LMM= 3
IFTRIX= 3 NMKEY= 6 (USER PROGRAM) LM=
T=5.6556E+01 H0=3.397E-02 * IZ 200 IFO42 *

T=5.6150E+01
T=5.6192E+01
T=5.6288E+01
T=5.6462E+01

H0=4.227E-02 *
H0=2.519E-01 *
H0=1.740E-01 *
H0=9.343E-02 •

IZ
IZ
IZ
IZ

196
197
198
199

LM
LM
LM
LM

74
LM

73
73
73
73

74

NFKT
NFKT
NFKT
NFKT

NFKT

348
8

27
23

< =

250

IH0N
IH0N
IH0N
IH0N
= New

IH0N

123 RED BY 25
25 NOREDUCT
25 RED BY 25
25 NOREDUCT

matrix now

25 NOREDUCT

LM= 73 means these steps were performed with the 73 :d matrix of this run,
then after step 199 the new matrix number 74 was generated for the next
step (17=200). If there is a very 'ugly' case where the code seems to have
difficulties all the time to perform reasonable time steps (message 'RED BY
...' appears nearly each step) or if the run even clicks without any obvious
reason, or with an obviously wrong solution, then restart this run before the
spot where the problem occurs with CMM=0 to let the code have do a new
matrix for each step.

In some cases or situations, e.g. if a closed junction starts to open because a
set point is reached, the code may reduce the time step to meet this point and
also require a new matrix to continue. This is indicated by messages like
'HXX REQUIRED BY FTYP...' or 'INX SET TRUE BY...' or similar
messages. HXX indicates the time where the discontinuity appears, INX
says that a new matrix is required.

Function routine INAFKT
For FEBE the function routine INAFKT, which actually consists of a large
number of subroutines, represents the INTRA models. Its purpose is to
calculate the time derivates for the current set of solution variables and
given initial and boundary conditions. INAFKT is called for the time
advancement as well as for the calculation of the Jacobian matrix. The key
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NFKEY indicates the actual calling purpose inside the FEBE package. In
addition to FEBE other program modules also call INAFKT. Figure 3.2
shows the calling sequence for a typical FEBE time step without a step size
reduction, for =3.

tn tn+1 = tn + At t
At

0,* 2, **

2,6

Figure 3.2
FEBE sequence of calls to function routine INAFKT.

Call NFKEY Purpose

1 0 First call at t=tn and y ^ .

* 1 Calls for the Jacobian calculation with t=tn and selected
y=yn+Ay. (Only if the Jacobian is updated.)

** 2 Call for the calculation of the partial time derivates with
t=tn+At and y=y".

2 5 Calls if step is across a discontinuity as indicated to FEBE by
subroutine FECK.

3 3 Calls at the end of first substep of respective sub-step level
with y corresponding to t.

4 4 Calls at the end of any further substep (except for the last) of
the respective substep level with y corresponding to t.

6 7 Call after extrapolation with t=tn +At and y=Tjj if convergance
was found at extrapolation level j .

In case of a time step reduction the procedure is repeated starting with the
AFK call ** (NFKEY=2, see above).
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3.3 The sparse matrix package FTRIX

As equation 3.5 shows, the linear-implicit Euler method requires the

calculation of a Jacobian matrix, which includes the partial derivation — -

if i and k are implicitly discretized solution variables in the simulation
network. In INTRA this matrix is calculated numerically by means of
difference ratios. For that purpose the function routine INAFKT called with
disturbed values of solution variables, and from the ew and the undisturbed
time derivatives the partial derivatives are calculated. The dependence
structure between the fj and yk is unknown. Only one single variable y^ can
be disturbed at a time:

This would result in N calls to INAFKT, resulting in a huge CPU time
consumption. Also the solution of the linear equation system (equation 3.4)
would cause a large numerical effort. On the other hand, it is obvious that f;
is not a function of most yk. Actually, the INTRA Jacobian matrix has a
block diagonal dominant structure with some off-diagonal blocks, e.g. at
network branches; the remaining matrix elements are zero (trivial elements).
The sparse matrix package FTRIX exploits this block structure auto-
matically without additional usersupplied input data. For one call to
INAFKT with NFKEY=1 not only one but a set of solution variables can be
disturbed simultaneously and the respective non-trivial matrix elements can
be calculated. Exploiting the sparse block structure the numerical effort for
both the Jacobian calculation and the system solution can be reduced
significantly.

Block/element structure
The structure of the Thermal Fluid Dynamic (TFD) network is transformed
into a so-called block structure. For every network element, like Control
Volume (CV) or junction, an equation block is defined and the solution
variables are collected in it. The coupling between the blocks is described by
links, depending of the actually applied models in the blocks and their
related interdependencies. This block structure is exploited by FTRIX for
the Jacobian calculation and the system solution.

Control key IFTRIX
In general the FTRIX package is applied for both purposes, the Jacobian
calculation and the system solution. Through the parameter IFTRDC which
is determined by the input value of DCO (IKO=3 or 4 means IFTRIX=3,
otherwise IFTRIX=1). FTRIX can be:
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• completely switched off, (IFTRIX=1)

• applied for Jacobian calculation and also for the linear system
solution. The matrix is stored in a condensed form consuming
considerably less storage, (IFTRIX=3)

3.4 Additional impact of the physical models on FEBE

In the first place, FEBE and the Thermal Fluid Dynamic- and Structure
(TFDS) module communicate via both the solution and the time derivative
array. Besides this, additional information is provided to FEBE by the TFDS
as well as by the other modules, in order to improve the overall efficiency of
the time integration or to treatsolution variables with specific characteristics
adequately.

Time step reduction
Additionally to the control of the step size by the local error, the models
may influence the step size. Between two FEBE time steps the models may
limit the proposed step size, if they can 'foresee' a discontinuity occurring
within the next proposed time step. During a time step, the models can set
the HXX flag to force FEBE to reduce the actual time step size and to
switch off devices requiring differentiability of the fj. This is done to force
FEBE to end a time step at a specific point of time, e.g. to process a dis-
continuity (opening of a valve, switching of equations, etc.). All time step
reductions are announced in the print out indicating the actual reason, like:
'HXX SET TRUE BY...'

The message announces a request for a reduction of the actual step size
during the processing of a time step. All these prints start with HXX,
HXWSP BY (subroutine...). The reduction is repeated as long as during the
actual time step a specific physical limit is exceeded. If the step size is
reduced below the minimum of input value 'GRESCH' input value
'ECKSCH *l*10"2' the INTRA run is terminated, after regular restart data
from the beginning of the actual time step have been generated.

Jacobian update
Besides the Jacobian updates initiated by FEBE, the models may request
additional updates by setting the flag INX=.TRUE. This is done whenever
number, type or character of solution variables have changed between two
time steps. It is announced by the model in the print out by a message like
the following: 'INX SET TRUE BY ...' At the beginning of the following
time step the Jacobian matrix is updated.
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3.5 Trouble shooting with the aid of FEBE

The performance of a transient calculation depends strongly on the choice of
time step size. If there are no problems with stability or model validity, the
time step size should reflect the behaviour of the actual physical processes.
During a quasi-stationary phase, the step size should reach the input
maximum step size HMAX. Smaller time steps will be used during phases
with strongly and rapidly changing physical states. Actually, the time step
size depends not only on the simulated physical process. Frequently it is
limited by inconsistent or not adequately applied models, or by the generic
weakness of the finite volume approach, where, for example, whole control
volumes, CV, saturated to dry condition and vice versa. Whenever small
time steps occur which cannot be explained with the actually simulated
process, the following rules may help you to overcome the problem:

• Look into the print out. Extraordinary events often are announced
by a message.

• Watch the beginning of the period of small time steps. Is there an
abrupt change to small time steps? If it coincides with the update of
a, perhaps several time steps old, Jacobian matrix restart the run
with a higher frequency of Jacobian updates (reduce the CNN
value).

• Did the physical process abruptly change from a weakly to a
strongly transient behaviour? Restart the run and reduce HMAX
before this point is reached.

• Look at the time step minor edit. Which equation is limiting the
time step size? It shows you that part of the network, where the
main problem occurs. Plot the time history of the neighbouring
quantities and watch again the transition from stable to unstable
behaviour. If necessary, repeat the run and generate plot records
after every time step.

• Increase or reduce the error bound of single connections or all
connections to more reasonable values (compare CLIGS values
with flow rates and their derivatives). This indeed is one of the first
steps in practical operation: You look at the time derivatives of
junctions in general and comparable CLIGS values in general. If
necessary, you adapt special positions for special junctions (e.g.
bleed lines with very small cross sections may need smaller CLIGS
values, or dryout pipes).
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Adapt SCALFA to reasonable values:
for vessels of some 100 to some 1000 m3 1.0
for vessels of some 1000 m3 or more 10.0
for small apparatus of 10 to 100 m3 0.1
for very small apparatus of < 10 m3 0.1-0.5
for very small apparatus of < 1 m3 0.1
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4 Applications

INTRA was developed mainly for use in accident analyses for fusion
reactors of Tokamak type. The code has been used during 1996-98 for
analyses of postulated accidental event in ITER. It has also been used for
analyses of tests performed in the Japanese experiments ICE and LOVA.

INTRA is intended to be used for thermal-hydraulic and chemical analyses
of the following types of fusion reactor accidents:

• in-vessel and ex-vessel coolant ingress (detailed LOCA flow
histories taken from ATHENA or similar analyses)

• loss of vacuum accidents (LOVA)

• confinement bypass

• in-box LOCA for two different breeder box concepts

INTRA should be capable of handling any type of LOCA or LOVA
situations. INTRA can also handle:

• flashing effects

• impingement cooling

• bleeding lines

• rapid water flow into a suppression system during a large break
LOCA
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5 Modelling of zones

The zones in INTRA are in a normal case the volumes containing all
hydrodynamic material (such as water, vapour and noncondensible gases)
and its associated energy. Several such zones, connected with junctions,
constitute the compartments, vessels or buildings being modelled. The
thermal-hydraulic behaviour of the zone contents is based on the zone
declaration described below.

In very special cases zones may also represent coolant channels with given
temperature, temperature gradients or, when dried out, without medium
representing a thermal link between structures.

The zone input is concerned with certain geometric characteristics (see
chapter 5.1) and with the content of the zones, and describes their initial
state, as well as how they should be treated during the simulation (as
superheated zones, saturated zones, sump zones or zones with superheated
atmosphere and water at saturation temperature). Other geometrical
characteristics of a zone may be represented by structures attached to a zone
(see chapter 7) or by the flow paths between two zones (see chapter 6).

5.1 Physical modelling

A zone defined in INTRA has no geometrical shape, but is represented only
by its volume and its zone centre elevation with respect to an assumed
ground level (a single common reference point to which all altitudes are
relative). For certain zones (i.e. sump zones) bottom area is also defined,
which gives such zones a representative height. Along with the bottom area
(floor surface) the elevation of the floor with respect to the ground level has
to be given. This may be important e.g. for sump level balances. The zones
can be either saturated sump zones, superheated or with superheated
atmosphere and water at saturation temperature.

5.1.1 Ordinary (saturated) zones

When saturated conditions are enforced (LS ATUR=T) a non-equilibrium
system is applied, with different temperatures for the atmosphere and the
water, Ta and Tw. The temperature of the water is the saturation temperature
at the specified conditions. It is not treated as a separate integration variable
but derived from other integration variables such as the temperature of
atmosphere, mass of steam and presence of water. Condensation and
evaporation are associated with Tw, the saturation temperature. The allowed
temperature for a 'saturated zone', i.e. a zone which is to be treated at
saturation point, is in the range 10<T<300 °C. If Tw would exceed 300 °C,
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or if all the water in the zone had been evaporated, the system would
automatically become superheated. If saturation was enforced, i.e.
LSATUR=T, the result would be superheated or saturated (0-100 %
saturation) steam and saturated water and the initial pressure at least equal to
the steam saturation pressure at this temperature, see Hapter 5.1.5. Please
note that starting conditions for such a zone should be consistent i.e. if you
specify 100 % saturation (or close to it) then some water inventory should
also be given. On the other hand please give no water at start for
superheated atmosphere zones. (MW>MWRST).

A reasonability check is done for all zones: If the given set of parameters on
saturation, temperature, MW and MWRST do not fit together or if the initial
pressure resulting from these parameters would exceed the given initial total
pressure of a zone then a warning will appear in the output listing. If there
are severe contradictions the code will not only give warnings but indicate a
stop. This will follow after reading and checking the input of all zones. The
messages given will include specific information and give some proposals
for corrections, such as how much you should increase the initial water mass
or total pressure, or reduce rest water mass or temperature

5.1.2 Sump zones

Sump zones should be defined to receive larger quantities of water not
evaporated in the zones or to model the water pools of a suppression system.
For a sump zone Ta more or less should equal Tw (or be very close to it),
and the saturation approach 100% when a LOCA is occurring. To simplify
for the code, sump zones should therefore be specified with initial
conditions close to saturation, i.e. with an initial water mass
MW>MWZRST, a temperature close to Tw and a saturation degree close to
100 %. Deviation from this would only be possible if the water content MW
is given, or develops to, a value smaller than MWZRST. Sump zones will
assume LSATUR=T, even if dry conditions are enforced in all other zones
(LDRY=T). A sump zone should therefore not be defined inside a "dry"
vessel, for example in case of a LOVA.

5.1.3 Dry (superheated) zones

When superheated conditions are enforced (LSATUR=F and LDRY=T) the
water content of the zones will be neglected, and there will be no limitations
to the temperature. This option is recommended for LOVA accidents, but of
course not for LOCAs.
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5.1.4 Zone determination criteria

When neither saturated nor superheated conditions are enforced
(LSATUR=F and LDRY=F) the code will decide which zones should be
treated as saturated based on the following criteria: Zones defined as sump
zones (NSU*0) are forced to saturation type, and so are zones with an initial
water mass (MW>MWZRST) where the steam pressure reaches or exceeds
the pressure of saturated steam at the specified temperature. By letting
LS AIN=T and defining a zone at NESPEI, a single zone can also be forced
to saturation. This is recommended for the injection zone where a LOCA
takes place in case the LSATUR=T option is not applied. You can further
force several selected zones into saturation, e.g. during a restart, by setting
MWRST of these zones to negative values < -1.0. This will treat the water
handling (e.g. drainage) in the same way as if this value had been given with
a possible sign but enforce the saturation mode. For the saturated zones the
temperature must be in the range 10<T<300 °C. A saturated zone will
automatically become superheated if all water is evaporated or if the
temperature exceeds 300 °C or if LSATUR was applied in F mode and the
steam pressure drops below 85 % of saturation value. Superheated zones
will neglect any water content completely.

All zones that reach and stay, or were forced into saturation are treated in
the same way, no matter what was the criterion to achieve this state.

If the user knows already what kind of situation is to be expected it is not
recommended to let the code decide, but rather to use the general
determination options, e.g. LSATUR=T for LOCA and LDRY=T for
LOVA. The user should be aware that a LDRY=application will cause errors
in the conservation of mass and probably also regarding a possible
temperature rise if water appears unexpectedly. In case of LDRY=T the
code is not allowed to switch into saturation even if it reaches or exceeds the
100 % value. There will be no calculation of condensation or evaporation
and any liquid water is neglected. Its z-value would stay at zero even if large
amounts of water would be added and probably the temperature could be
risen much more easily because there is no evaporation heat becoming
effective. So the user should be careful about LDRY=T application and be
sure there will be no liquid water appearing.

The application of LSATUR=T is just the opposite. If all liquid water is
disappearing, e.g. because the liquid phase of injections stopped and the
temperature rises, e.g. by hot structures, there will be no major error. The
code will check the water content of each single zone and recognise if there
is no water available any more to be evaporated. In this case a corrective
action will be taken and the usual estimate of evaporation will be reduced
linearly by the factor
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MW
FGVDN = — for 0 < MW < 100 • MWZRST

100MWZRST

A message will be given along with the output happening at the given
intervals telling about which zones fell into this kind of check and
correction. The user may then decide to do a restart with LS ATUR=F (and
LDRY=F) if he considers this to be appropriate or let the code continue.
This would be recommended if the messages appear for certain zones and
during a certain time span only. The only error caused by this decision woul
be that the code could underestimate the temperature of these dried out
zones during this period because the calculated temperature change still
would assure water to be present (even if this would not be true).

Two things should be remembered however:

1 Sump zones will try to make both temperatures to become equal,
and stay equal, i.e. Ta = Tw.

2 Every zone will be treated as a superheated zone as soon as:
there is no water available but evaporation indicated by the
zone conditions
the temperature exceeds the saturation temperature
application range, i.e. Tw > 300 °C

5.1.5 Atmosphere and water treatment in the zones

It is worth noting that in the case when the atmosphere temperature differs
from the saturation temperature of a liquid phase (ordinary zones), the zone
temperature obtained from the plot files is that of the gaseous phase.

Spontaneous evaporation or condensation may occur to reach and maintain
saturation conditions if there is a temperature change, or if liquid or gaseous
components are added to or subtracted from the zone. Sometimes the
approach to saturation may not happen as fast but gradually. Except for the
following case d, where liquid water is generated and its amounts
increasing, sufficient water must be present (case a) or the evaporating mass
somehow be replaced (cases b, c):

a sump zones

b injection zones where liquid water and/or saturated steam is added
(but not in the case of superheated steam injection or small water
injections with complete evaporation at hot structures)
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c zones receiving sufficient liquid water by drainage

d zones cooling down to saturation point by means of heat losses

When superheated conditions are applied or identified by the code, steam
will be assumed to behave like an ideal gas. Liquid water might still be
present in the zones, since condensation will occur on sufficiently cool
structures. The steam pressure at the surface of a structure is assumed to
satisfy the saturation conditions at surface temperature and condensation is
therefore assumed to be limited by the diffusion of steam through a
boundary layer. If the partial pressure of the atmosphere exceeds that of the
structure, condensation will occur by diffusion from steam through a
steam/air boundary. An adequate amount of energy is transferred from the
zone to the structure. The condensation rate is estimated using the theo-
retical saturation pressure at surface temperature.

The sump zones will normally not change their state. They will attempt to
reach and maintain full saturation, with thermal equilibrium between the
liquid and the gaseous phases. This is also the type of zone where you need
to define cross sectional area of the floor and its representative altitude
relative the ground level (a common reference point for all zones). This
level must not exceed the given position of the zone centre (this is checked
and initiates a stop with a message). This way a water level balance can be
upheld if the sump zones are connected by appropriate junctions and water
spill from one zone to another can be modelled (e.g. suppression tank
systems). Additional information on a necessary water level related to the
position of the floor may be needed sometimes. This will be given along
with the data of the junction representing this part.

There are several different ways to simulate the sump zones exchange with
the atmosphere. The easiest way is to use a normal sump zone and have a
combination of atmosphere flow and drainage flow type of junction con-
necting it with the atmosphere. This will lead condensed water to the sump,
and pass steam between the sump and the atmosphere depending on the
saturation degree and temperature gradient of both zones. In some cases this
will not be sufficient since the partial pressure of the steam will be deter-
mined by the average temperature of the whole sump, and not the surface
temperature. This may be corrected by replacing the atmosphere flow
junction with a water slab between the two zones, simulating the tempera-
ture profile at the surface of the sump, and allowing condensation and
evaporation at this surface.

The zones contain a medium which may be composed of water, water
vapour and noncondensible gases. The noncondensible gases are hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, helium or deuterium/
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tritium or any other component to be placed on the 6th gas component. The
distinction is made by the input values of gas components, especially the
molecular weight. In principle it would have been possible to change the
other preset components in the same way, but the chemical reactions expect
the solid and gaseous components in the preset order (with the exception of
the 6th gas component, which is not participating in chemical reactions and
therefore free to changes). For this medium you specify initial temperature,
the total pressure, saturation degree and concentration of the different
components. The code will then first look for the steam pressure. This is
determined by the saturation pressure of steam related to the given
temperature T. This pressure will then be multiplied with the saturation
factor to achieve the steam starting pressure

If the given temperature should exceed 300 °C, Ts will be limited to this
value, else Ts equals T.

The resulting steam pressure is then compared to the given initial total
pressure. Of course the steam pressure should not exceed the intended total
pressure, so a stop will be initiated in case of larger discrepancies at this
point and some suggestions be given by the code. Small differences
(< 10 %) will be accepted and the total pressure be corrected to the steam
pressure. If the total pressure exceeds the steam pressure then the difference
is given to the non-condensibles by means of the concentrations given for
the single compounds and the according mass contents calculated
backwards.

There is also a check on the reasonability of the given water mass, especially
in case of a sump zone where the initial water mass should exceed the given
rest water mass (factor 2 minimum is suggested). The same applies to zones,
which start at 100 % saturation though smaller initial water masses would be
tolerated for normal zones. They might then switch into superheated
condition rapidly when all water is consumed and no further evaporation is
possible.

Apart from the case where a volume is divided into two zones, one atmos-
phere zone and one sump zone, a volume should usually be represented by
either one zone or by at least three zones, connected to a circle, in order to
allow convection. It is also recommended to use a zone mesh, which may
include several structures, rather than a chain of zones. The number of
zones needed for the simulation is depending on the size of the compart-
ments, and the wanted accuracy of the calculations. Several structures (heat
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slabs) may be attached to the same zone. For each heat slab the zone on the
left and right side, respectively, are defined. For an internal structure the two
zones should of course be equal.

If an injection is large compared to the zone it is injected into, the error
tolerances for the zone variables (CLEMIN) must sometimes be changed to
prevent the code from using too small time steps. The criteria to determine if
the injection is too large is to compare the injection to 10*SCALFA, which
is roughly proportional to the linear size of the plant. If necessary, the
function LAUTOM is used to change the error tolerances. The error
tolerances will increase when the injection is large, and decrease when the
injection decreases, e.g. an error tolerance normally being x, will become
10*x when SCALFA=10. Note that the CLIMIN values in the input is the
error tolerances for the temperature in the zones, all other error tolerances
for the zones variables are determined by the code. These can be found in
the *.lis file. The CLIMIN-values for water and steam will always be
smaller than SCALFA. If the initial pressure in the vessel is very low the
option LINVES=T is recommended, which will further reduce the CLIMIN
values of all in-vessel zones as long as the in-vessel pressure is very low.
This reducing factor ranges from 1.0e-4 at 1.0e3 Pa to 0.5 at 0.02 MPa.
Above 0.02 MPa the factor will have a value of 1.0.

Since the system being modelled consists of zones and structures, which in
their turn may consist of different materials separated by gaps, there are
several heat transfer coefficients needed to perform the calculations for heat
transfer. A calculated heat transfer covering radiation, convection and con-
densation is used to simulate the response of a volume to a structure of
differing temperature. This heat transfer is estimated using a simplified
diffusion model which calculates the mass and energy transfer due to
condensation and a mass free heat exchange due to convection and radiation
between atmosphere and structures.

5.2 Zone types

Apart from the different zone types described in the previous chapters, a
distinction is made between internal, external and coolant zones. This is
defined as zone type in the input, while the condition of the zones (saturated,
superheated etc.) is defined with LSATUR and LDRY.

5.2.1 Internal, external and dummy zones

Consequences of the distinction is knowing which zones that should be
affected by a reduction of the accuracy criteria CLIMIN when LINVES is
applied. It is also to determine which zone structures to be affected (reset to
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initial values) during restart when LUPTHI or LUPTHE is applied, a logical
key to reset in-vessel or ex-vessel structures to the temperature values given
in the input file. It is also to enable a summing up of all mass components
(water, steam and gas) in a confined region (e.g. vessel and suppression pool
or without suppression pool if you define its zones as ex-vessel type). An
internal zone is defined by giving NZTYP=1, and an external by giving
NZTYP=0 in the input.

Another kind of zone type, dummy zone, is also possible to define, by
giving NZTYP—1. This is for example used for external zones not
participating at all during an in-vessel event, and will considerably reduce
the computing time. Dummy zones will occupy the same storage as
activated zones, but will use nearly no computing time. If structures are
attached to a dummy zone, LSLADE=T must be given to ensure that the
structures will be treated as adiabatic surfaces. Similarly LADAPJ=T or
LALLWJ=T must be given to transform the junctions leading to or from the
dummy zones to dummy junctions or allow active junctions to enter dummy
zones.

5.2.2 Coolant zones

INTRA was designed primarily to model gas filled zones and not cooling
systems which normally contain no gas, at least no gaseous non-con-
densibles. The zones therefore always need a small free volume. The
interfaces to the part simulating the cooling systems is the surface of the
coolant channel (meaning that coolant temperature and heat transfer
coefficients are supplied by that code, e.g. ATHENA) and the leak of the
coolant system (flow rates of water and steam, steam content and tempera-
ture supplied by the other code). If you would like to take a given break
flow rate, composition (liquid/steam ratio) and heat (enthalpy or temperature
of water/steam break flow) to be not only added to atmosphere zones but
also taken from the coolant zone, and also see the response in this coolant
zone (respectively two different coolant zones for the two water injections)
then you will have to do several things:

1 specify which are these coolant zones where the flow rates
specified by the two water injections are taken from. You do this by
giving the number of these zones with a negative sign at NW1 (or
NW2) as negative 'injection nodes') and use the time depended
index NZONE for the atmosphere zone where the injection
happens.

2 specify the coolant zones NW1 and/or NW2 where the water is
taken from (with the entalphy specified in the injection table(s)) as
zonetype NZTYP(NW1)=-11 (and/or NZTYP(NW2)=-11) if you
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want INTRA to calculate the coolant temperature change caused by
the breakflow (rate and enthalpy) or zonetype NZTYP—12 if you
want to adapt the coolant zone temperature to the saturation
temperature of the break flow, i.e. TIWWl/or 2)=Twater (Twater either
given as T^ or determined backwards from the enthalpy h^^.)

there is the necessity presently remaining to adapt the heat transfer
coefficients of the coolant zone by means of restarts.

Modelling coolant systems in INTRA is done using the following zone
types, all of them having a nominal free volume to be given (even if it does
not really exist).

5.2.2.1 Coolant zone with constant temperature gradient,
TGRACO

These coolant zones have both constant temperature gradient and constant
heat transfer coefficients. They are specified by giving NZTYP=10, the
coolant temperature as zone temperature and the pressure of steam at
saturation as zone pressure. The content of noncondensible gases is given to
zero and the saturation value to 1.0. The volume of the zone must be large
enough to contain all the water specified and leave a small free volume.

For this zone type the temperature gradient is given as TGRACO (K/s),
which will apply to all zones of this type. The temperature gradient is
deactivated by letting LGRACO=F, which can be done even during a restart.
This way more complicated conditions, known from accident specifications,
experimental conditions or coolant system studies, can be modelled.

The heat transfer coefficients are specified as usual, and kept constant. The
heat slabs bordering these coolant zones are identified, and it is recom-
mended to let the coolant zone be on the right side of the heat slab and adapt
KEYALR to the known conditions.

5.2.2.2 Coolant zones with variable temperature received from
ATHENA

When INTRA is coupled with ATHENA the treatment is similar to the one
described in chapter 3.3.2.1, but the temperature gradient and heat transfer
coefficients are supplied by ATHENA. The coolant zone temperatures and
their heat transfer coefficients (applied to all heat slabs connected to the
coolant zones) are continuously passed from ATHENA to INTRA. This type
of zone is specified by giving NZTYP=11. KEY ALL (or KEY ALR) will in
this case have to be set to -11 for the heat slabs concerned. This way parts of
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the coolant system (not treated by ATHENA) can be treated with the
constant temperature gradient previously described.

5.2.2.3 Dried out coolant zones

If there is no coolant water left in the coolant zone the previous approaches
no longer make sense. A restart has to be made, and new definitions has to
be made for the zones as well as new heat transfer coefficients for the heat
slabs concerned. The zone types should be changed to NZTYP=20 and the
KEY ALL (or KEYALR) values have to be updated. For this zone type the
coolant zone temperature will be replaced by the mean value of the heat slab
temperature of the attached structures. These are weighted by the surface
ratio related to the sum of all surfaces.

The heat flow is now calculated using the following relation:

h = 2X e f f / l (5.1)

where

h represents a formal heat transfer coefficient [W/m2K]
Xeff is the effective heat conduction coefficient [W/mK]
1 is the thickness of the coolant channel [m]

The effective heat conduction coefficient in its turn is given by:

^ A ^ / A ^ * * (5.2)

where

X is the common heat conduction coefficient of the solid full material

[W/mK]
Atotj, total cross section, see figure below [m2]
Agff is A,,,̂ , - cross section of the coolant channel [m2]

See Figure 5.2.2.3-1.

Once this value Xeff has been calculated by hand it is to be written into the
input file as KEYALL or KEYALR. A restart of the simulation is then
made.
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Figure 5.2.2.3-1
Illustration of the effective cross section for calculation of the effective heat
conduction coefficient.

5.2.2.4 In-box LOC A zones

For some cases, the so called in-box LOCAs, special treatment is required.
The volume is then represented by a series of heat slabs and gaps or small,
homogeneously distributed, volumes (e.g. pebble beds) where the gas may
expand and distribute. This type of zone is defined by giving NZTYP=21.
The atmosphere is treated like an ordinary (internal or external) zone and
heat conduction is treated like a dry coolant zone (of type 20).

For the heat transport, cooling of structures by water or steam and cooling
(or heating) by contact with neighbouring zones (convection) may be of
equal importance. Volumes are considered with both condensation or
evaporation, heat transport between surfaces and atmosphere and flow
exchange with other zones. The mean temperatures of the heat slabs
bordering (or representing) the zones are needed to calculate the direct heat
flows by means of heat conduction.

Two different heat transfer coefficients are needed for this zone type. The
coefficient calculated according to equation 3.1 and given in the input on
KEYALL (or KEYALR) is needed for the heat conduction. If KEYALL (or
KEYALR) = 0 or 1 is given, a heat transfer coefficient of 10e4 W/m2 K is
used for the heat conduction between neighbouring structures as a kind of
preset option assuming a very good contact to the neighbouring structure.
But as the input parameter was used in this case already for this purpose, it
is no longer available to determine what should happen to the atmosphere
and a present assumption had to be made for this purpose. The heat transfer
between atmosphere and structure is calculated as if KEY ALL/KEYALR =
1, i.e. allowing condensation, free convection and radiation of atmosphere.
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5.2.2.5 Zone temperature and time dependent heat transfer

Before the coolant zone dry out it may be necessary to take both heat
transfer and coolant temperature from another (coolant systems) code, a
typical application for ISAS. If such calculations are needed when INTRA is
run alone, e.g. with coolant results from MELCOR, a new zone type
(NZTYP=22) is used. The zone is similar to the regular coolant zone (type
10) but with an input table for coolant temperature and heat transfer. The
work on this zone type is not completed, and further testing has to be
performed.

5.2.3 Zone type list

-12 Coolant zone where INTRA assumes (and adapts) coolant zone
temperature to saturation temperature of water injection (Twater).

-11 Coolant zone where INTRA shall calculate response on given break
flow

-1 Dummy zone (see chapter 5.2.1)

0 External zone (see chapter 5.2.1). Data will not be summarised in
the *.lis file as it will for zones defined as internal.

1 Internal zone (see chapter 5.2.1)

10 Coolant zone with a constant temperature gradient TGRACO (see
chapter 5.2.2.1)

11 Special coolant zone used when information is taken from
ATHENA and the temperature of the zone is influenced by this
data (see chapter 5.2.2.2)

20 Dry coolant zone. The zone has no real volume and will take on the
average temperature of the bordering heat slabs (see chapter
5.2.2.3). Some zone data such as temperature need not be defined
as the input value is of no importance, whilst other data, such as
water mass and volume, are needed for the calculations.

21 In-box LOCA zone (see chapter 5.2.2.4). The atmosphere is treated
like a type 0 zone, and the heat transfer is similar to zone type 20.

22 This zone is similar to the regular coolant zone (type 10) but with
an input table for coolant temperature and heat transfer. Used for
stand alone runs of INTRA. (see chapter 5.2.2.5).
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6 Modelling of junctions

The junctions in INTRA are the flow paths connecting all zones, allowing
hydrodynamic material (such as water, vapour and noncondensible gases) to
circulate within the containments. The thermal-hydraulic behaviour of the
materials is also based on the junction declaration described below.

The junction input is concerned with the geometry and characteristics of the
junctions connecting the zones, and defines the network of flow paths
through which the hydrodynamic material can flow, as well as some
functions controlling the behaviour of these.

6.1 Physical modelling

In the new version of INTRA, there are at least 20 different types of
junctions to simulate the processes that might affect the conditions in the
zones. These include for example atmosphere flow, stationary and
instationary fluid flow, disc ducts, vents and artificial pumps. There are also
different options available for the opening of the junctions; constant cross-
section, instantaneous opening when a set point is reached, linear opening
on a given time interval, time-delayed opening and leakage, where the flow
rate can be linearly decreasing with the square root of the pressure dif-
ference or be a constant fraction of the zone volume.

If no structures, such as walls, are specified between two zones, the area of
the junction connecting them should simply equal the free cross-sectional
area between them. For physical reasons this is not always practical, and for
some junction types the user can specify special conditions, for example a
maximum area and the time for opening or an opening following linear
interpolation between a lower and an upper value. A longer junction will
stabilise the flow, and can also reduce a physically large flow while a
shorter junction will give rise to large gradients. If the flow is driven by
diffusion, a long junction can make the flow negligibly small (see formula
3). In this case, an appropriate length to start with might be a length two
times the diameter of the cross-sectional area. A small area-to-length ratio
will also give rise to a higher frequency.

The zones and the junctions connecting them are determined by the user, but
when atmosphere flow is involved the flow rate is automatically adjusted to
the local conditions, and basically calculated according to:

DZ= A,, /L(Ap-DD+CC) (6.1.1)
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where

L = junction lenght [m]
A^ = reduced flow area [m2]
Ap = the driving pressure gradient, the pressure difference between

the up-stream and down-stream zone
CC = density effect, buoyancy term

DD = flow resistance term
= KGlG|

where
G = the atmospheric flow rate [kg/s]

and where K is calculated, via % (see Eq 6.1.11) as below:

4= ZETA+ZETA1+ZZ1 (6.1.2)

The variables are defined as:

ZETAl=l+input (6.1.3)

The 'input' variable in eq. (6.1.3) is in the input description and in the input
file named 'ZETA'. Do not confuse this ZETA with the different zeta
variables in eq. (6.1.2). The 'input' in eq. (6.1.3) is the only direct mean the
user have to affect the losses in a junction. For ordinary cases this input
(JC+4) should equal zero. It represents additional losses, resulting from
special geometry, i.e. given as loss coefficients like

contraction =0.5
expansion =1.0
90 degree bend = 0.5
tee = 1.5

which may add up to e.g. 2.0 to be given in the input file, for a configuration
with a strong contraction, 90 degree bend and a strong expansion in one
junction. If a junction with extremely high friction is modelled, e.g. a crack
in a concrete wall, a considerably higher value might be needed.

ZETA=(64/Re)L/dh (6.1.4)

where

dh = hydraulic diameter [m]
Re = Reynolds number
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This ZETA approaches zero when the velocity increases, and thus is
important only for very low velocities.

ZZ1:
v < 0 . 9 9 a c ZZ1=O (6.1.5)
v > 0.99 a, ZZl=100 (v-0.99 ac)/(ac - 0.99 ac) (6.1.6)

But where ZZ1 is limited to a maximum value of 3000.

The sonic velocity ac in (6.1.5) and (6.1.6) is corrected to take into account
the upstream stagnation conditions according to

) (6.1.7)

The correlation (6.1.7) is collected from [7]. Where the sonic velocity, a, is

a2=yRT (6.1.8)

and y=Cp/cv

y= 1.667 for molecules with 1 atom
y=l .4 for molecules with 2 atoms
y=1.333 for molecules with 3 atoms

Under certain circumstances this is not enough to keep velocity v below the
sonic velocity. Therefore, when the velocity increases above the sonic
velocity the flow area, A, , is reduced according to

(6.1.9)

where f = 1 - 0.01 (v- ac) (6.1.10)

The above % is then applied to get the K-value

K=^/(2 Pmean K
 2) (6.1.11)

where

p, = density of zone 1 [kg/m3]
p2 = density of zone 2 [kg/m3]

In case of liquid flow injunctions the losses are also calculated according to
eq. (6.1.2), but there are some differences:
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1 A^ is a variable

2 ZETA is calculated using the kinematic viscosity of water,
u=1.794*10-6 m2/s

3 ZETA1 = 0 + input, with a minimum value of 0.1.

4 ZZ1; the sonic velocity is assumed to be that of water, 1500 m/s,
and to be constant. A rough approximation, since a small amount of
steam in the water would reduce the sonic velocity considerably.

5 the driving pressure gradient h^ now looks like

hAp=ghsmp/vsf (6.1.12)

where

h = actual water level [m]
vsf = specific volume of water of upstream (starting) zone

[m3/kg]

CC is here the pressure impact of gas flow on fluid flow
(considered only for certain type)

= 0.5A€omw|w| (6.1.13)

and A ^ ^ h e common interface of gas and liquid flow [m2]
w = the relative velocity between the two phases [m/s]

Junctions with atmosphere flow may consider diffusion driven flow, which
is calculated according to Ficks law:

(6.1.14)

where

Gm = rate of the diffusion driven flow (kg/s)
Ap = density difference between the zones (kg/ m3)
D = diffusion coefficient (m2/s)

Notice that caution must be used when choosing the appropriate length of
the junction when the contribution from diffusion is expected to be signifi-
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cant. A junction too long would lead to the diffusion rate being negligibly
small. In most cases however, the mass changes of gases will be dominated
by pressure or buoyancy driven flow which tend to be more stable when the
ratio of the junction length to the cross-sectional area is increased.

A way to affect the length of a junction is to apply a scaling factor,
SLENEA. During the first period of the simulation, the factors FSTARl and
FSTAR2 can also be applied when the boundary values are badly con-
ditioned. These factors will reduce the area and increase the length of
junctions with atmosphere flow, to give a more stable flow. This will not
only give a stabilised flow, but also faster calculations if several variables
have an initial value far from the actual (physical) value.

Injunctions which open and close under certain conditions, it is recom-
mended to apply an area reduction. In INTRA applied to junctions of type -
4, 5,14,16,17 and 24 it is normally recommended to use a linear area
reduction.

The reason is that in case of a slow pressure transient the system tends to
have an oscillating behaviour. This of course depends on the size of the
system (cross section of pipe or pipes) in relation to the injection rate. If the
given area is comparatively large the calculated flow would oscillate even
more because the code would assume that even if p-p,^ is very small a
comparatively large flow rate might develop numerically with this foil area
used in the calculations. This would consume much computing time and is
not a real physical effect.

hi reality at such a transient only a part of the foil cross sectional area would
participate, leading to a more continuous flow, see figure 6.1-1. This may be
achieved by an area reduction with a factor £

(6-1.15)

where

Ap the pressure difference between the connected zones
p ^ the minimum pressure, calculated from the minimum water depth

pmax the maximum pressure, calculated from the maximum water depth

A linear reduction is applied when IWS is input as 1<IWS<9

Ar = frA (6.1.16)

where
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A, reduced cross sectional area

A the cross sectional area defined in the input

or square area reduction when IWS is input as -9<IWS<-1

A ^ f / A (6.1.17)

The area reduction is in INTRA limited to a factor FMTNI according to

FMINI=1O-|IWS| (6.1.18)

If an IWS = 0 is input no area reduction will be applied.

Figure 6.1-1
An exemple when the full cross section is not affected by the flow, and an
area reduction is necessary to prevent numerical oscillations.

For large flows, i.e. strong gradients with high Ap, this becomes meaning-
less of course because then the flow will need, and use, the full cross
section. The user can decide this by means of p^,, and p^,. If the difference
is small the full cross section will be reached rapidly, but of course this is
much more sensible to oscillations in case of small transients. A larger
difference between p,,^ and pmax((JC+5) and (JC+6)), will generate a more
stable flow but perhaps lead to a little delay in reaching the full value.

6.2 Junction types

This chapter contains a description of the different junction types defined in
INTRA, and the meaning of the junction input JC+5 and JC+6. When the
remark is 'ordinary', these parameters are not needed at all.

The routine STRCEM handling the junctions was built with a modular
structure, where single subroutines FTYPnn cover the different types or
groups of junctions. For example the subroutine FTYP01 describes the
junctions of type 1,11 and 21. A short description of the purpose and
characteristics of the junctions is included at the top of each subroutine.
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-5 A pressure dependent opening of an atmosphere connection, e.g. a
vacuum breaker (in a suppression system), flap-valve, trap-door,
other one-way gates. This junction watches the pressure in the zone
where the junction starts (for a typical supression system this would
be the wetwell), and considers the backpressure of the end zone of
the junction (for a typical suppression system this would be the
drywell) and open the junction due to the specified characteristics.

This juction is similary to junction 5, only this option opens on the
pressure difference between the start- and end- zone of the junction.
Once open it does not close again. When the junction is open the
atmosphere flow is calculated with the driving pressure being
reduced by the back pressure p,,^ (e.g. the weight of a trap door, the
force of a spring etc.).

An area reduction according to eqs. (6.1.16) to (6.1.18) will be
applied. In case of the velocity being close to sonic velocity, the
area A may be reduced further, to A,,., see eq. (6.1.9).

Main parameters for this junction are

NPU Number of identical flow channels of this type,
multiplication factor

IWS Limitation of area reduction factors, see eqs. 6.1.16-6.1.18
(JC+1) Lenght[m]
(JC+2) Cross section [m2]
(JC+5) Start opening pressure [Pa]
(JC+6) Full opening pressure [Pa]

The larger the difference between (JC+5) and (JC+6) is, the less
oscillation of the valve/door will occur, and the average time steps
will be larger (i.e. smaller reductions).

0 Defining a dummy junction (KTYP=0) between two zones means
that no hydrodynamic material, heat or energy will be transferred
between the zones. It will not consume additional computing time,
only reserve space on the restart and plot vectors.

It is recommended to create about 10 % more junctions than
actually needed, and define these extra junctions as dummy
junctions. This is to have additional junctions available when
needed. During a restart the junctions can be redefined, but the total
number of junctions can not be changed. The junctions can be
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changed to/from dummy junctions at any time during the
simulation (restart).

1 This is an ordinary atmosphere junction, which represents pressure
and/or buoyancy driven atmosphere flow between fictional zones or
through open ducts or pipes.

Parameters:
(JC+1) Length of junction [m]
(JC+2) Cross section [m2]

2 This junction is representing a stationary water flow driven by a
pump, with no other gas or liquid flow.

Parameters:
NPU Ordering number of the pump
GEWPU Flow rate [kg/s]
IWS Multiplication factor of pump flow rates
(JC+1) Not used for this junction, input dummy value
(JC+2) Not used for this junction, input dummy value

The final flow rate is given by GEWPU*IWA where GEWPU is
the flow rate of pump number NPU

Applications may be for example to model coolant flow circles
which run through several sump and atmosphere zones.
Temperature effects as well as transportation of dissolved gases
may be of interest.

A junction of this type consumes practically no computing time
since there are no flow rate calculations.

3 This junction combines the pressure and/or buoyancy driven
atmosphere flow with a stationary water flow driven by a pump.

Parameters:
NPU Ordering number of the pump
GEWPU Flow rate of the pump [kg/s]
(JC+1) Length of junction [m]
(JC+2) Cross section [m2]

The flow rate of the atmosphere is calculated from the atmosphere
conditions, buoyancy effects (elevation of the connected zones) and
flow channel geometry.
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This junction type considers the atmosphere flow through con-
densation pipes, used for suppression tanks or systems. The
pressure of the zone where the junction starts (i.e. the drywell of a
typical suppression system) and the back pressure of the zone
where the junction ends (i.e. the wetwell) are considered. The
junction is opened at certain specified conditions. When opened,
the atmosphere flow is calculated with the driving pressure being
reduced by the hydrostatic water pressure.

Parameters:
NPU
IWS

(JC+1)
(JC+2)
(JC+5)
(JC+6)

Number of pipes, multiplication factor
Limitation of area reduction factor see
eqs. 6.1.16-6.1.18
Junction length [m]
Cross section area [m2]
Minimum water depth [m]
Maximum water depth

(JC+5) and (JC+6) are used to calculate the minimum and
maximum static pressure of the water column. An area reduction
according to eqs. (6.1.16) to (6.1.18) will be applied, depending on
the input of IWS.

A pressure dependent opening of an atmosphere connection, e.g. a
vacuum breaker (in a suppression system), flap-valve, trap-door,
other one-way gates. This junction watches the pressure in the zone
where the junction starts (for a typical suppression system this
would be the wetwell), and considers the backpressure of the end
zone of the junction (for a typical suppression system this would be
the drywell) and open the junction due to the specified
characteristics.

This junction is similary to junction -5, only this option opens and
closes at specified pressure.

When the junction is open the atmosphere flow is calculated with
the driving pressure being reduced by the back pressure p^,, (e.g.
the weight of a trap door, the force of a spring etc.).

An area reduction according to eqs. (6.1.16) to (6.1.18) will be
applied. In case of the velocity being close to sonic velocity, the
area A may be reduced further, to Ars, see eq. (6.1.9).
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Main parameters for this junction are
NPU Number of identical flow channels of this type,

multiplication factor
IWS Limitation of area reduction,

see eqs. 6.1.16-6.1.18
(JC+1) Length [m]
(JC+2) Cross section [m2]
(JC+5) Closing pressure [Pa]
(JC+6) Opening pressure [Pa]

The larger the difference between (JC+5) and (JC+6) is, the less
oscillation of the valve/door will occur, and the average time steps
will be larger (i.e. smaller reductions).

This junction is representing a stationary water flow driven by a
pump, with no other gas or liquid flow. The function is similar to
that of junction type 2, but the activation of the pump is controlled
by the water levels.

Parameters:
NPU
IWS
GEWPU
(JC+1)

(JC+2)
(JC+5)

(JC+6)

Ordering number of the pump
Multiplication factor of pump flow rates
The flow rate of the pump [kg/s]
No application for this junction, input dummy
value
Floor area [m2]
Minimum water depth [m], where pump is
switched off
Maximum water depth [m], where pump is
switched on

The final flow rate is given by GEWPU*IWS where GEWPU is the
flow rate of pump number NPU.

Applications may be for example to model coolant flow circles or
pumps in sump zones.

A junction of this type consumes practically no computing time
since there are no flow rate calculations.

These junction type considers cooling systems with steady state
flow of water.
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Parameters:
NPU Ordering number of the pump
GEWPU Flow rate of the pump [kg/s]
IWS Multiplication factor of pump flow rates
(JC+1) No function of this j unction, input dummy value
(JC+2) No function of this junction, input dummy value
(JC+5) The secondary loop temperature of the

heater/cooler [°C]
(JC+6) Total heat transfer coefficient [W/°C]

The final flow rate is given by GEWPU*IWS where GEWPU is the
flow rate of pump number NPU.

A junction of this type consumes practically no computing time
since there are no flow rate calculations.

This junction type considers long term cooling, of for example a
core, with water. Junction type 8 is not typical for ITER
applications but for fission reactors.

Parameters:
NPU Ordering number of the pump
GEWPU Flow rate of pump [kg/s]
IWS Multiplication factor of pump flow rate
(JC+1) No function for this junction, input dummy value
(JC+2) No function of this junction, input dummy value
(JC+5) Secondary loop temperature of the heater/cooler

[°C]
(JC+6) Total heat transfer coefficient [W/°C]

The final flow rate is given by GEWPU*IWS where GEWPU is the
flow rate of pump number NPU.

A junction of this type consumes practically no computing time
since there are no flow rate calculations.

11 This is an atmosphere junction, which represents pressure and/or
buoyancy driven atmosphere flow between fictional zones or
through open ducts or pipes. The open ducts may be opened and
closed at a certain time.
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Parameters:
(JC+1) Length of junction [m]
(JC+2) Cross section area [m2]
(JC+5) Time when the junction opens [s]
(JC+6) Time when the junction closes [s]

The opening and closing of the junction is instantaneous.

12 This junction represents liquid flow between zones, used to reach
and maintain equal water levels in connected zones, for example
sump zones or water tanks.

Parameters:
NPU Key for different modes, se description below
(JC+1) Flow path length [m]
(JC+2) Flow cross section, A [m2]
(JC+5) Horizontal width of cross section [m], L^, only

input for NPU=0 and 1

NPU=0 A typical sump level case. Cross section will be

adapted to water level differences according to

Ar = Ah*Las (6.2.1)

where

A, The cross sectional area [m2]

Ah The difference between the water levels [m]
Las The horizontal dimension [m]

Atmosphere pressure differences are neglected. Only static water
pressure is considered (of different water levels), APW, i.e.

AP=APW (6.2.2)

NPU=1 Modified sump level case. As for NPU=0. but
where the atmospheric pressure difference, APa is
taken into account, i.e.

AP=APW + APa (6.2.3)
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NPU=2 Used to model a simplified water pipe. Only the
hydrostatic pressure is considered and the cross
section is the one given in the input:

AP=APW (6.2.4)
A,=A (6.2.5)

NPU=3 Used to model a typical water pipe. This option
may be used to blow out a tank with air pressure
or by steam of a LOCA, etc. But it is a simple
model, and not to be replaced by ATHENA,
RELAPorATHLET.

Both hydrostatic pressure and atmospheric pressure difference are
taken into account. The full cross section, as given in input, is used:

AP=APW + APa (6.2.6)
A,=A (6.2.7)

13 This junction is used to represent liquid flow caused by gravity,
such as drainage of condensed water, water spill of injected water
etc. The flow rate is a function of the water mass of the highest
zone.

Parameters:
NPU Described below
(JC+1) Length of the water flow [m]
(JC+2) Cross section of the flow [m2]

(JC+2) may be rather small in case of water films (thickness of film
times length of wall), but large spills or jets during a large break
LOCA. The distinction between the different applications is done
with NPU.

The parameters pre-defined and calculated for each NPU are

V

p
A,
f
F
Ah
MWZRST

velocity of falling water m/s
density of falling water kg/m3

reduced cross sectional area [m2]
friction factor
driving force [N]
difference in elevation of connected zones [m]
amount of water left in the zone when drained
(input parameter)
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MW mass of water [kg]
GE the value of the gravitational acceleration

constant (g = 9.80665 [m/s2]
MWVOL dispersed water mass in water drop phase in the

volume [kg]

NPU= 1 Strong spill or a water j et, with

V

p
A,
F
f

= 10 m/s
= 1000 kg/m3

= MW/1000[m
= MW*GE*Ah

2]
[N]

NPU=2 Dispersed water, with

v = 1 m/s
p =100 kg/m3

A, =MW/100[m2]
F = MWVOL*GE*Ah [N]
f =10

NPU=3 Water drainage, strong film flow conditions:

v = 0.1 m/s
p =1000 kg/m3

A, =MW/100[m2]
F =MW*GE*0.1[N]
f =MWRST/Mwr*25

where

Mw =MWifMW>MWRST

M w =MWRSTifMW<MWRST

NPU=4 Water drainage, slow fihn flow conditions:

v = 0.01 m/s

p = 1000 kg/m3

A, =MW/1000[m2]
F = MW*GE*0.01 [N]
f =MWRST/Mwr*100
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where

M^ =MWifMW>MWRST
M^ = MWRST ifMW< MWRST

NPU=5 Free fall. Ah=10 m= constant.

v =1.0m/s
p = 500 kg/m3

A, =MW/10000[m2]
ifA,>A A, = A

A^IO"8 Ar=10"8

f =5
F = 10*MW*GE [N]

A reasonability check is performed to control the flow rates. The
amount of water left in the zone when drained, MWZRST, and the
scaling factor SCALFA are used. The reasonability check step by
step:

1) MWRST = MWZRST(N)

2) If MWRST < 0.001 *SCALFA MWRST = 0.001 *SCALFA

3) MTOMUC = MW - MWRST
if MTOMUC < 0 MTOMUC = 0

4) Now a comparision is done if there is too much water or not, and
a time span set within which the water might disappear:

- very small water mass excess (1.2*MWRST) 100 s
- not much water mass accumulated (2.5*MWRST) 50 s
- considerable water mass accumulated (10*MWRST) 10s
- very much water accumulated (20*MWRST) 1 s

From this time span a water flow is estimated.

5) If the water flow exceeds this estimation it will be reduced to
equal it. I.e.

G>estimat gives G=estimate
Strong evaporation or condensation will correct the estimate.

14 This junction is used for overflow situations e.g. when water is
pouring out of a hole in the vessel wall. Gas flow is not considered,
nor effects from the gas flow on the liquid flow.
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The used cross sectional area, A^, is a function of the excess water
level according to

Are = fsuipAr (6.2.8)

where

fsmp =0.9999 h ^ G w - h . J (6.2.9)
^ (6.2.10)

h =actual water level [m]

An area reduction according to eqs. (6.1.16) and (6.1.17) will be
applied. In case of the velocity being close to sonic velocity, the
area A,, may be reduced further, see eq. (6.1.9).

The minimum value possible for A, is 10'8 m2. The flow rate (kg
water/s) is calculated as a function of water mass of the zone where
the junction starts. And does not consider the water level in the end
zone.

Parameters:
BOFL Floor area [m2]
(JC+1) Junction length [m]
(JC+2) Full cross sectional area [m2]
(JC+5) Minimum water level, where spill starts [m]
(JC+6) Maximum water level, where spill stops [m]

15 In this junction the pressure in the zone where the junction starts is
controlled and the junction opens under certain specified
conditions. Applications are for example for burst plates or rupture
discs. After being opened the junction does not close again.

Parameters:
(JC+1) Length [m]
(JC+2) Cross section area [m2]
(JC+5) Time span until junction is completely open [s]
(JC+6) Absolute pressure at which the junction opens

[Pa]

16 This junction is used for overflow situations e.g. when water is
pouring out of a hole in the vessel wall. Gas flow is not considered,
nor effects from the gas flow on the liquid flow. Same as junction
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14, only this junction does not open until p>Pmax, i.e. it functions
like a rupture disc.

The used cross sectional is calculated according to eqs. (6.2.8)-
(6.2.10).

An area reduction according to eqs. (6.1.16) to (6.1.18) will be
applied. In case of the velocity being close to sonic velocity, the
area A may be reduced further, to A^, see eq. (6.1.9).

The minimum value possible for A,, is 10"8 m2. The flow rate (kg
water/s) is calculated as a function of water mass of the zone where
the junction starts. And does not consider the water level in the end
zone.

Parameters:
BOFL
(JC+1)
(JC+2)
(JC+5)
(JC+6)
(JC+10)

Floor area [m2]
Junction length [m]
Full cross sectional area [m2]
Minimum water level, where
Maximum water level, where
Opening pressure [Pa]

spill starts
spill stops

[m]
[m]

17 This junction, like junction 14 and 16, is used for overflow
situations e.g. when water is pouring out of a hole in the vessel
wall. But junction 17 combines the water spill liquid flow with an
atmosphere flow, which is be defined via another junction. Junction
17 is only open when its combined junction is open.

The accelerating, assisting or counteracting effect from the
atmosphere flow is considered, and described by the friction force,
F, impact at interface of gas and liquid flow, by

F=AcomAp (6.2.11)

where

= the common interface of gas and liquid flow [m2]
Ap = p/2*w2

w = the relative velocity between the two phases
p = mean density
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The used cross sectional area is calculated according to eqs (6.2.8)-
(6.2.10).

An area reduction according to eqs. (6.1.16) - (6.1.18) will be
applied.

The minimum value possible for \ is 10"8 m2. The flow rate (kg
water/s) is calculated as a function of water mass of the zone where
the junction starts. And does not consider the water level in the end
zone.

Parameters:
NPU Number of combined junction. KTYP 17 junction

need to follow the combined junction, i.e. the
combined junction must have a lower number

BOFL Floor area [m2]
(JC+1) Junction length [m]
(JC+2) Full cross sectional area [m2]
(JC+5) Minimum water level, where spill starts [m]
(JC+6) Maximum water level, where spill stops [m]
(JC+10) Common interface [m2]

18 In this junction the pressure of the zone where the junction starts is
controlled and the junction closes under certain specified con-
ditions. Applications are for example for containment isolation
valves. The junction is initially opened and after being closed the
junction does not open again.

Parameters:
(JC+1) Length [m]
(JC+2) Cross section area [m2]
(JC+5) Pressure when junction starts to close [Pa]
(JC+6) Time span until junctions is completely closed [s]

The cross-sectional area decreases linearly with time.

19 This junction treats containment or vessel atmosphere leaks which
are pressure dependent.

Parameters:
(JC+1) Junction length [m]
(JC+2) Full cross section area [m2]
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(JC+5) Leakage criteria, design pressure [Pa]
(JC+6) Leakage at design pressure, [% of Vtot/day]
(JC+10) Total volume of vessel containment [m3], Vtot, as

the total free volume from where the leakage
occurs, might be subdivided into several INTRA
zones

Gilio's law, which will be used in the calculations below is derived
from

(6.2.12)

where

PD = Design pressure (JC+6) [Pa]abS

Po = Atmospheric pressure = 105 Pa
p = Actual pressure [Pa]abs

LD = Design leak [% of Vtot/day]
Lo = Leak at atmospheric pressure
L = Actual leak

By assuming that Lo = 0 eq 6.2.12 is reduced to

L =
_ /P ;P /P —

\ 0 V D 0

The calculation of the flow rate is done in two steps:

1 a) If (PD > Po), Gilio's law, eq (6.2.13), is applied to
deliver the leakage L, in %vol/day.

b) If (PD < Po) atmospheric pressure, the leak is
independent of the pressure and L = LQ. The atmospheric
density for this case is assumed to be 1.0 kg/m3.

2 The junction flow rate G, is calculated according to

G = Vtot P L/8.6^104 (6.2.14)

where L is divided by 8.64* 10^ in order to convert days to seconds.
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21 This is an atmosphere junction, which represents pressure and/or
buoyancy driven atmosphere flow between fictional zones or
through open ducts or pipes.

Parameters:
(JC+1) Junction length [m]
(JC+2) Cross section area [m2]
(JC+5) Time when junction starts opening [s]
(JC+6) At, junction opening time [s]

The cross section is increasing linearily with time.

22 The junctions of this type considers the effect of shear friction in
case of counter flow conditions. This means that 2 junctions are
considered as a pair of flow channels which address more or less
the same part of a machine or building, e.g. one duct or pipe of a
vessel or compartment leading to the environment or into another
room. In this case there may be developed a situation where light
gas is flowing out while at the same time heavier gas is entering the
vessel through the same port.

The type 22 compares the 2 flows of the 2 junctions and register the
shear friction forces at the interface of the flow. This force CF is
assumed to follow the law

[N]

and subtracted from the driving force Ap. This means that this term
of equation (6.1.1) is transformed into Ap-CF. Everything else is
the same as for an ordinary atmosphere junction of type 1,11 or 23.

Parameters:
Fn a factor which was established by experience

(comparison with experiments)
ASHARE * e c o m m o n interfacing area of the 2 flows [m2]
vreI the relative velocity between the 2 flows [m/s]

vrel is calculated by the code which means that not only the
common contact area ASHAREof the 2 flows must be given as an
input but also the junction number NCOMBI of the corresponding
junction. These values are read as:
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NPU NCOMBI, the number of the corresponding
junction

CONECT(JC+10) ASHARE, the area in common of the junctions,
given on an extra input line [m2 ]

(JC+5) Opening time of the junction [s]. If set to zero the
junction is open all the time.

(JC+6) Closing time of the junction [s].

It would be possible to give different values on the positions
(JC+5) and (JC+6) for the 2 related junctions (the code will accept
this and treat the 2 junctions differently then).

It would be possible to switch from type 22 into type 23 (or vice
versa) during a restart if the (JC+6) value is adapted. It will not be
accepted, however, to specify different values for (JC+10) for the 2
junctions. This would lead to a STOP of the run, giving an
according message on the output list.

It is possible, however, to give no value, (zero), for (JC+10). In this
case, or when a negative (JC+10) value was given, the code would
determine a default value from the other information of the
junctions: It would assume that a pipe would exist where the 2
flows form a concentric flow pattern of equal share.

23 The junctions of this type consider the effect of shear friction in
case of counter flow conditions. This means that 2 junctions are
considered as a pair of flow channels which address more or less
the same part of a machine or building, e.g. one duct or pipe of a
vessel or compartment leading to the environment or into another
room. In this case there may be developed a situation where light
gas is flowing out while at the same time heavier as is entering the
vessel through the same port.

The type 23 compares the 2 flows of the 2 junctions and register the
shear friction forces at the interface of the flow. This force CF is
assumed to follow the law

CF = F n -A S H A R E - | . v^ [N]

and subtracted from the driving force Ap. This means that this term
of equation (6.1.1) is transformed into Ap-CF. Everything else is
the same as for an ordinary atmosphere junction of type 1,11 or 22.
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Parameters:
Fn a factor which was established by experience

(comparison with experiments)
ASHARE

 m e common interfacing area of the 2 flows [m2]
vreI the relative velocity between the 2 flows [m/s]

vrel is calculated by the code which means that not only the
common contact area ASHARE of the 2 flows must be given as an
input but also the junction number NCOMBI of the corresponding
junction. These values are read as:

NPU NCOMBI, the number of the junctions
CONECT(JC+10) ASHARE, the area in common of the junctions,

given on an extra input line! [m2 ]
(JC+5) Opening time of the j unction [s]. If set to zero

the junction is open all the time.
(JC+6) Time span, At, to open the junction [s].

It would be possible to give different values on the positions
(JC+5) and (JC+6) for the 2 related junctions (the code will accept
this and treat the 2 junctions differently then).

It would be possible to switch from type 22 into type 23 (or vice
versa) during a restart if the (JC+6) value is adapted. It will not be
accepted, however, to specify different values for (JC+10) for the 2
junctions. This would lead to a STOP of the run, giving an
according message on the output list.

It is possible, however, to give no value (zero) on this position. In
this case, or when a negative ASHARE value was given, the code
would determine a default value from the other information of the
junctions: It would assume that a pipe would exist where the 2
flows form a concentric flow pattern of equal share.

24 This junction considers the atmosphere flow in condensation pipes,
in combination with steering valve activated at pressure set point.
The pressure in the zone where the junction starts is watched (from
ITER point design '97, this would be the vacuum vessel). The
pressure in this zone is compared to the set pressure of the steering
valve. If the signal reads 'open' the backpressure of water and
atmosphere of pool zone is considered (for a typical suppression
system this would be the wetwell), and the junction is opened due
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to the specified characteristics of the condensation pipe ('sparger'
of ITER suppression tank).

Main parameters:
NPU Multiplication factor, number of pipes
IWS A key to apply different modes of cross section,

reduction with decreasing differential pressure,
see description below

(JC+1) Length of junction [m]
(JC+2) Cross sectional area [m2]
(JC+5) Minimum water depth [m], this value is then

transformed into static pressure of the water
column

(JC+6) Maximum water depth [m], see (JC+5)
(JC+10) Set point of valve [Pa]. (JC+10) < 0 set point is

I (JC+101 and the valve will not close
again,(JC+10) > 0 the valve will close when
p < (JC+10)

An area reduction according to eqs. (6.1.16)-(6.1.17) will be
applied.

The reduction of flow area is limited to a factor FMIN which for
this junction is set according to

FMINI =1O |IWS| for 3< I IWS I <1
FMINI=|rWS|*0.1 for9<| lWS|<4

IWS = 0 The flow area is not reduced.
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7 Modelling of structures

The structures in INTRA are called heat slabs, and constitute the walls
enclosing and dividing the compartments, and internal structures in these.
The heat slabs can be composed of up to three different materials, and
chemical reactions between the structures and the contents of the zones can
be modelled. The thermal-hydraulic behaviour of the materials is also based
on the structure declaration described below.

The structure input is concerned with the geometry and materials of the
structures, and describes the composition of the structures, as well as how
they should be treated during the simulation (e.g. as adiabatic surfaces or
not). The chemical reactions which concern both zone atmospheres and heat
slabs are treated in a separate input and modelling block.

7.1 Physical modelling of heat structures

In the case where a zone, or a number of zones, are intended to represent a
room, containment or building the walls and ceiling or technical
components acting as heat sources or sinks are represented by structures, so
called heat slabs. The heat slabs are also used to represent internal structures
of the zones. A real given geometry is represented by the structures sur-
rounding a certain volume and by the junctions (or the lack of junctions) on
the interface between two zones.

The integration of the temperature change of the structures is done sep-
arately but simultaneously with the thermo-hydraulic calculations for the
atmosphere and water. The temperature profile of each structure is dynamic,
i.e. reacting directly on changes within a zone or with chemical reactions or
vice versa.

Each heat slab (structure) may consist of up to three different materials,
which may be in direct contact with each other, or separated by gaps, which
can contain air or be in vacuum. Their geometry can be either rectangular (a
plate) or cylindrical, and each heat slab is divided into a number of layers,
specified by the user. There is no limitation to the number of heat slabs that
may be present in each zone. There are no predefined materials for the heat
slabs, but the user defines each structure by specifying material constants.
Heat transfer coefficients are either calculated or specified as constants for
each slab or gap.

Since the system consists of zones and structures, which in their turn may
consist of different materials separated by gaps, there are several heat
transfer coefficients needed to perform the calculations for heat transfer. If
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no heat transfer coefficients are specified for the gaps between the materials,
ideal heat transfer between the materials will be assumed.

For the atmosphere, a calculated heat transfer covering radiation, convection
and condensation is used to simulate the response of a volume to a structure
of differing temperature. This heat transfer is estimated using a simplified
diffusion model which calculates the mass and energy transfer between
atmosphere and structure.

The total heat transfer coefficient between the surface of a certain heat slab
and the atmosphere is calculated by semi-empirical correlation accounting
for the actual physical conditions in the bordering zone, and is the sum of
convection, radiation and condensation.

For a saturated zone, condensation will occur as soon as the atmosphere
temperature exceeds the surface temperature of a structure. In a superheated
(not fully saturated) atmosphere zone, condensation may occur at cold
structures, depending on the steam content in the atmosphere and the
saturation pressure at the surface. Condensation will occur when the
atmosphere dew-point reaches or exceeds the surface temperature (i.e.
saturated temperature of zone steam Ts > Tsurface). Depending on the degree
of superheating the saturation temperature of the atmosphere may be
considered lower than the atmospheric temperature (Ts < T).

Heat and mass transfer are handled separately at surfaces. The heat transfer
due to convection and radiation is calculated using the actual parameters of
the heat slab and the zone it is located in, and applying semi-empirical
correlations.

The mass transfer due to condensation is calculated as diffusion from steam
through a boundary layer at the surface of the heat slab. The calculated mass
of steam is removed from the zone and condensed at the surface layer
temperature. The condensed steam is given to the water mass of the zone
assuming that its temperature would be that of the surface of the slab. The
heat resulting from the condensation is added to the heat slab. If evaporation
at the surface is possible (which is determined by the user in the input file),
this is basically handled in the same way as condensation. It is also possible
for a structure to be cooled by watering, sprinkling or impingement of a
water injection. In this case evaporation is restricted to the amount that
equals the heat input resulting from a special heat transfer for which the
coefficient is given along with the injection input.

Which modes of heat transfer that are applied is determined by the user, and
specified in the input. The user also specifies the degree of impingement of
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a water injection, and if spontaneous evaporation (flashing) is considered
prior to the impingement or drainage to other zones. This may have a
considerable effect on the cooling of structures, if the injection starts at very
low pressures, and also to atmosphere and sump temperature. Of course,
initially cool structures may as well be heated by injection and contact with
hot steam or water. At sufficiently high zone atmosphere pressure
condensation at walls may be a very effective heating mechanism.

Something totally different would be the application of heat loads to
surfaces (e.g. plasma disruption) or internal heat sources of certain materials
(such as decay heat). Or there may be systems installed (e.g. electric heating
plates) which rise or keep temperatures to/at certain temperatures. Similarly,
there may be cases of cooling surfaces or parts of structures by extracting
energy from outside (i.e. without participation of zone atmosphere
components or water). This therefore shall be handled separately in an own
chapter (see Chapter 7.8).

Another mode of heat transfer concerns heat flows between heat slabs,
basically without participation of the zone atmosphere. A special application
allows this mechanism to happen parallel with the "ordinary" heat transfer
and possible chemical reactions.

7.2 Interaction of heat slabs with structures

7.2.1 Heat transfer by radiation

Normally, this heat transfer mode only becomes significant when chemical
reactions are involved. This would allow certain structures to become
considerably hotter then the surrounding structures. This heat transfer mode
is therefore included in the reaction model, and the input given in the
chemical reaction input (BRANDY). This type of heat transfer can however
be applied even without chemical reactions. Radiation can also be applied to
exchange heat between a heat slab and the zone atmosphere (radiation of the
atmosphere is included in the calculation of the heat transfer). The
contribution from radiation between heat structures will in most cases be
more significant and enhance the cooling of hot surfaces.

The equation applied for the radiation between atmosphere and structures is
given in equation 7.1.

Q = VIEW*AFU*EPSP*k*(Ta
4-Ts

4) (7.1)

where:
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Q is the heat transferred [W]
VIEW is the view factor, given in the input
AFU is the physically effective surface for radiation
EPSP is the emissivity, given in the input
k is Stefan Boltzmanns constant
Ta is the zone atmosphere temperature [K]
Ts is the temperature of the slab surface [K]

The same equation is applied for the radiation between heat slabs but with
the atmosphere temperature changed to the temperature of the slab
delivering heat, and the view factors and emissivity defined for this type of
radiation.

7.2.2 Heat transfer by conduction

Complicated structures are often composed of several heat slabs, for
example when a coolant system is to be represented by a zone. The first wall
and divertor of the INTRA POINT DESIGN (present design of the ITER
plant) are examples of this. These coolant structures are compound of slabs
and zones which may be treated quite differently. A special situation arises
when dryout conditions occur, when the coolant is no longer effective. The
structures are however still in contact and heat can still flow through the
slabs. The handling of these situations, both during cooling and after dryout,
are described further in chapter 7.3.2.

7.2.3 Coupled structure zones

A special case of modelling concerns the situation when dispersed solid
material is filling a given volume, e.g. the pebble bed of a breeding blanket.
The volume is not a free volume in the common sense. Heat conduction,
distribution of gases, heat exchange between the solid and the atmosphere
and chemical reactions must all be treated with equal priority.

In case of an in-box LOC A in a breeding box, the resulting temperature
gradients, chemical reactions and distribution phenomenon may become
very complicated. A resolution into several slabs and zones is required to
allow the heat to flow between the heat slabs by conduction while the
atmosphere may pass from one region to another. The handling of heat
conduction between the slabs resembles the one described in chapter 7.1.2,
and the handling of the atmosphere flow and chemical reactions the
"ordinary" zone and slab modelling described in chapter 5.2.2.
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7.3 Interaction of heat slabs with zones

In principle the heat transfer simply concerns the 'left' and 'right' side of a
heat slab representing a structure or a part of a structure. Formally there is a
'left' and 'right' zone attached to the structure. The label 'left' or 'right' do
not refer to the real geometrical position but simply resembles a first and a
second zone NKSL (for 'left') and NKSR (for 'right') given along with the
definition of the heat slab. The calculation and application of the heat
transfer covers a large variety of different situations and mechanisms to be
considered during modelling.

The heat transfer represents the connecting link between zones and slabs or
between two or more different slabs which are combined to a module or
correlating in some way. Therefore several different ways of modelling are
required, depending on the actual design, accident scenario, special interests
in certain processes and physical or chemical mechanisms and interactions.
This makes it necessary to refer to various other chapters (handling
atmosphere and structure modelling) while describing the different modes of
heat transfer modelling in INTRA:

a ordinary heat transfer between zone atmosphere and surface of a
structure, see chapters 7.1 and 7.2,

b given heat transfer, e.g. between sump water and bottom structure,
see chapters 7.1 and 7.3,

c given or delivered (by ISAS/ATHENA) heat transfer between

structure and coolant, see chapters 3.3.2, 5.2 and 6.3,

d heat transfer of contacting structures, see chapters 3.3.2.1-3,

f combined heat transfer by contact of heat slab to heat slab plus heat
slab to atmosphere, see chapters 3.3.2.4 and 5.2.3.

The following subchapters will now fill in the physical assumptions made
for each process.

Some explanation valid for the following chapters about the application of
an integer key value for heat transfer, a, calculation on left and right side,
KEYALL and KEYALR, shall be given in advance.

KEYALL/
KEYALR Input delivered by RACLAC. Available options are:
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N< -12 : A constant value is applied
| N | W/m2K

= -11 : INTRA will apply the heat transfer coefficient delivered by Athena.
This option requires a zone of type 11.

= -3 : Evaporation and condensation
= -1 : No heat transfer, adiabatic
= 0: No condensation, local convection
= 1: Condensation, local convection
N>2 : Constant value of N* 1.0E2 W/m2 K

Both types 0 and 1 consider radiation of atmosphere.

The normal case of zone and structure heat exchange. It consists of a heat
transfer calculation combined by contributions resulting from

i) free convection of atmosphere
ii) radiation from atmosphere to structure
iii) condensation of steam at cooler structures
iv) evaporation of water at hotter structures. Or there may be a separate

consideration or knowledge (from tables, delivered by other studies
or experiments) to apply

v) a certain given fixed heat transfer coefficient

or there may be a separate consideration or knowledge (from tables,
delivered by other studies or experiments) to apply.

7.3.1 Heat transfer by free convection

A simple semi-empirical correlation for the convective heat transfer, a^^ ,
developed at Thermal dynamics faculty of Technical University Munich
(Groeber, Erck, Grigull) estimates this contribution to ALFCOL and
ALFCOR (= alpha convection left and right side, [W/m2 K]).

This calculation is done only for those cases where the heat slab side is not
declared as adiabatic (which would set the key value for heat transfer alpha
calculation on left or right side, KEYAL or KEYAR, to -1) and where the
zone is not declared as a coolant zone (i.e. NZTYP(N) = 10 or 11, which
would set KEYAL or KEYAR to -11).

a ^ = fc*(ATL/8)0-25 (7.1)

and

ATL=|TW-Tb | (7.2)
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where

fc =1-5
8 = 0.05 [m]
Tw = wall temperature on left side [K]
Tb = atmosphere bulk temperature on right side [K]

The same formula is used for the right side, ALFCOR. The value 8 = 0.05
[m] for the thickness of the boundary layer (where the velocity of con-
vection is reduced from full to zero value) was an arbitrary choice. More
sophisticated considerations would have to distinguish e.g. between
horizontal and vertical surfaces, actual dimensions of single zones and their
arrangements or the overall velocity of a pressure or buoyancy driven flow
passing through a zone, etc. Considerations of this kind however would
make the modelling much more complicated and also might require a lot of
additional input and reasonability checks while the benefit might be small. It
was found, that in most cases the heat capacity and heat conduction inside
the solid material will be equally or even more important. Together with the
total heat transfer (which might have its effect on the zone atmosphere
temperature) it will be responsible for the temperature difference AT
between atmosphere and structure surface, which in turn contributes to the
convective part of the total heat transfer.

Experiences with the present very simple approach seem to be reasonably
good with a conservative edge which could be reduced by reducing the 8
value (e.g. to 0.01 m). In most cases however it is appropriate not to
overestimate the convective heat transfer. A better heat transfer might
underestimate the pressure rise of an event where condensation (or
evaporation at structure surface) does not happen. For this reason this
parameter was not treated as an input variable but set on a prefixed value
(8 = 0.05 m).

7.3.2 Heat transfer by radiation from atmosphere

The heat transfer from atmosphere to slab surface by means of radiation
takes care of the fact that steam has got a comparatively remarkable
emissivity which might contribute in some cases. Again this is handled by a
semi-empirical approach which was taken from the German Warme Atlas.
The following treatment is implemented in the heat transfer routine
(INAHTO), to calculate the heat transfer coefficient due to radiation
between wall and steam, arads,, for ALFSL (left side) and ALFSR (right
side):
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where

v = volume [m3]
T w = temperature of the slab surface on the left side [K]
p s = the steam pressure of the left side zone [Pa]
TB = temperature of atmosphere [K]
a = 5.6697* 10"8 Stefan Boltzmann constant [W/m2 /K4]

It should be mentioned that this contribution is not considered to be of much
importance in most cases. Normally condensation effects will become
important when steam is involved in heat transfer. Radiation of steam may
become significant where little amounts of steam are heated up to very high
temperature values (e.g. during a hydrogen combustion), this is the reason
why it was included at all. Normally the radiation between different
structures, which requires more detailed considerations (emissivity and view
factors) will be much more interesting than radiation of atmosphere. But as
this is concerning heat slabs directly and not the zone atmosphere it is not
treated here but in context with the chemical reactions, see chapter 8,
because high surface temperatures tend to produce chemical reactions. Both
together, cx^+a^constitute the 'dry ' heat transfer. The total 'dry ' heat
transfer coefficient resulting from convection and radiation is further
multiplied with the ratio of total pressure to normal pressure (1.0e5 Pa) if
the pressure is below normal pressure. This is to account for poor heat
transfer during situations where the pressure starts from vacuum conditions.
Above 1.0e5 Pa the factor becomes 1.0.
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7.3.3 Heat transfer by condensation of steam

The heat transfer by condensation, which is dominating normally whenever
it occurs, is calculated as consequence of the mass transfer. It is assumed
that steam will have to pass through a boundary layer of thickness 8 to reach
the structures surfaces where it might condense and release its condensation
heat, which then represents the condensation heat flow. The quantity of this
mass flow, respectively if it happens at all, is calculated (by the routine
MTRCEM) on base of Ficks's first law on diffusion,

Gdiff = D-A/8(Ap)

where:

G ^ = rate of the diffusion driven flow (kg/s)

Ap = density difference between the zones (kg/ m3)
A = cross-sectional area of junction (m2)
8 = boundary layer thickness
D = diffusion constant of steam

D and 8 are preset values:

D = 0.19-104(m2/s)
8 = 1.5-10-3 (m)

The low pressure factor is not applied to the condensation mass and heat
transfer at cool structures.

With respect to the zone mass balance the steam flow GDCOL will be
subtracted from the zones steam mass. With respect to the energy balance
the heat flow QDCOL is subtracted from the zone.

The same amount QDCOL is added to the surface layer of the heat slab. The
according alpha value for the heat transfer by condensation ALCOL (for left
side) is calculated too from this value, but this is for plot reasons only
(respectively to inform which alpha would have to be applied to achieve this
amount of heat transferred by condensation).

7.3.4 Heat transfer by evaporation of water at structures

In principal the same consideration and treatment could be applied for
structures with a surface which has become wet by previous condensation
and is drying later on because of reverse temperature and steam density
gradients. But this would require the knowledge of how much water is
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available for this process, which normally is not known. Therefore this
option is not available at present.

There is however another mode where heat transfer from the wall to the
water may happen continuously. The injection of water with impingement
on a plate or wall (heat slab). But this is a different case and treated
separately by using the injection data and a defined heat transfer value (see
chapters 8 and 9).

7.3.5 Given constant heat transfer coefficient

Sometimes it may be required to give a certain constant heat transfer instead
of the calculations described in the previous chapters. This may be the case
when codes shall be compared in a benchmark exercise or a model of a test
adapted to experimental findings. It may also be applied where water
contacts the surface of a slab, e.g. to model the contact of a sump with the
vessel bottom or building floor.

The application is very simple. You give the required value by means of the
KEY ALL or KEYALR value which will be multiplied by factor 100 to
achieve reasonable input values and then be transformed into a real value
parameter, e.g. KEYAL = 10 means 1000 [W/m2K].

Or if you would like to apply a constant value smaller than 300 W/m2K you
follow the rule:
ALPHAL =-KEYAL [W/m2K],e.g. KEYAL =-99 means 99W/m2K

The same applies to the right side.

7.4 Given or delivered heat transfer between structure and
coolant

A very similar application concerns the heat transfer inside a coolant
system. If INTRA is applied in stand alone run the coolant temperature and
heat transfer into the coolant must be specified. This definition of heat
transfer coefficient is done in the same way as described in 7.2.2.

If INTRA is operating in the coupled mode of IS AS, it will receive both the
temperature of the coolant and the heat transfer coefficient from ATHENA.
As not all of the structures, probably not even all heat slabs representing
cooled structures, will be treated this way, it will be necessary to identify
them. This is done by means of the zone type of the coolant zone, which
must be set to NZTYP(N) = 11 to receive the temperature and by the
KEYALL or KEYALR as -11 to take the heat transfer coefficient delivered
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by ATHENA. Those coolant systems which are not modelled by the
ATHENA simulation may be treated in the usual way.

At a certain point of a loss of coolant accident however this way of
simulation might fail because there is no coolant left inside the broken loop.
In this case ATHENA would stop its calculation and also if INTRA is run in
stand alone mode, the definitions of the first part of the run would not be
valid any longer. In case of a dryout the consideration of the coolant must be
replaced by that of heat conduction between the front and backside of the
structure (related to the coolant channels). This is described in the following
chapter.

7.5 Heat transfer of contacting structures

Here is the procedure to handle complex structures, which are composed by
several heat slabs contacting each other by means of special zones linking
them, described. The method is to define the medium temperature of these
zones related to the contacting surfaces and by using the heat transfer
coefficient in such a way that it represents the heat resistance (the heat
conduction reduced by the empty space of the dry channels) of the
contacting portion as described in chapter 5.2.2.3.

The heat flow is now calculated using the following relation:

h = 2^ e f f / l (7.4)

where

h represents sort of a heat transfer coefficient [W/m2K]
A.eff is the effective heat conduction coefficient [W/mK]
1 is the thickness of the coolant channel [m]

The effective heat conduction coefficient in its turn is given by:

^efr = Aeff / A ^ -X (7.5)

where

X = the common heat conduction coefficient of the solid full
material [W/mK]

= the total cross section of the slab (surface) as given in
HECUinput

= Atotai -cross section of the coolant channel
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Once the 'heat transfer' coefficients are determined, the input further must
identify the concerned zones. This is done by specifying them as
NZTYP(N) = 20.

The method can be applied multiple times, i.e. in a series of heat slabs
following each other, and also if the linking zone does not represent a dry
coolant zone. If for example a structure is composed of more than 3 different
materials, this way of modelling may be applied between the 3rd and 4th
material even if they were ideally attached to each other (with respect to
heat conduction). In this case, where there is no heat flow resistance at the
interface you would also represent this location by a zone of type 20 but
give a very high KEYALL and KEYALR value (9999) for the contacting
surfaces of the two combined slabs. This can be repeated if necessary to
represent any structure with or without any cavity (by choosing the
appropriate KEYALL and KEYALR values)

7.6 Combined slab to slab and slab to atmosphere heat
transfer

This is a very special sort of modelling for a very specific kind of problem.
The simulation of a so called In-box LOCA requires a certain space of a
structure or module to be considered as a zone and as a slab at the same
time. This of course requires special efforts in modelling and also additional
input. Concerning the heat transfer one problem was that the
KEYALL/KEYALR values were occupied already for the heat conduction.
The question about the heat transfer between the solid material and
atmosphere was solved by simply assuming that convection, radiation and
condensation would be allowed (i.e. like KEYALL/KEYALR =1).

The real modelling of a box requires a series of such slab-zones following
each other. And, besides heat flow by conduction and atmosphere flow by
pressure and density gradients, cooling by contact of break flow water with
hot surfaces (see chapter 7.7) and chemical reactions (see chapter 8) are
involved. The chemical reactions more or less concern every slab-zone,
which is a zone more ore less filled completely by a heat slab. The input of
reaction parameters also includes a surface factor FSURF and a second
factor FHTCSL or FHTCSR which is a multiplicator for the calculated heat
transfer coefficient. This second factor can be chosen greater than 1.0 to
increase the calculated value or less than 1.0 to reduce it, if no value was
given (= 0.0) the factor will be set to 1.0. This is necessary to represent e.g.
the much larger surface of a pebble bed compared to the 2-dimensioned
extension of the box (heat slab) by means of FSURF and intensive contact
and high turbulence effects, which reduce the boundary thickness 8 to much
smaller values by means of FHTCSL/R.
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7.7 Cooling of structures by water injection (impingement)

Sometimes it is desired to actively cool a structure surface by wetting it, or
it might happen by the LOCA itself and shall be modelled. Three parameters
must be estimated for this purpose by the user:

a) the so called spray loss factor (SPRALO)

It describes the amount, or better the fraction of the liquid break flow rate
which shall be sprayed into small droplets or aerosols for which it can be
assumed that they would stay for a little while inside the injection zone to
come to saturation conditions (and may be even close to thermal equilibrium
with the atmosphere)

b) the heat transfer of liquid water being in contact with the surface
(KLEED)

Part of the water which was not sprayed will stay in contact for a little while
with the surface which it hits. During this time a certain amount of heat will
enter the liquid and produce steam. The amount of this heat load per second
will depend on the heat transfer coefficient which might be considerably
reduced by the generated steam (Leidenfrost Effect). This however depends
on the actual conditions of impingement. Further it probably depends on the
temperature gradient between the water and the surface, which depends on
what happens to the water before it hits the surface.

c) spontaneous evaporation (LSPONT option)

If the volume where the break flow from the coolant system enters into still
is on a lower pressure than the liquid temperature reflects then a certain
amount of water will probably evaporate spontaneously before the water hits
the next surface. This effect may transform up to 30 % of the liquid into
steam cooling down both fractions to the saturation temperature of the zone,
which would be very low in the beginning of an in-vessel LOCA. Presently
it is assumed that this effect will be faster than the travel time to the surface
and therefore this option (LSPONT = T) is recommended. The user should
be aware that this may lead to a considerably enhanced cooling effect of the
concerned surface.
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7.8 External heat sources or sinks

As mentioned earlier, special treatments are needed to handled so called
external heat sources or sinks, which means heat externally inferred to the
system through, for example, electric heating plates or even cooling surfaces
or parts of structures by extracting energy from outside (i.e. without
participation of zone atmosphere components or water).

7.8.1 Constant volumetric heat sources of material

This is the simplest case of heat application. The variable ATT specifies the
volumetric heat source (W/m3) for each of the 3 materials.

In principal it would also be possible to apply negative values of ATT,
which means cooling of materials. This should be applied with care however
to avoid unreasonable low temperatures. This would not be so much a
problem for the structures part than for the atmosphere (or water) contacting
these structures. At present INTRA steam properties are available only at
temperatures above 10 °C. INTRA therefore watches the temperature of
zones and limits it to this value if it would like to fall below this value! Up
to now it was assumed that structures may be cooled by atmosphere or water
only which makes this limitation reasonable.

The treatment of heating of materials is a little different. In principal there is
no certain upper limit except that materials tend to fail at certain
temperatures. The code can handle structures and atmosphere up to very
high temperatures. And sometimes this may be necessary to see at which
point critical conditions will be reached. Most likely these cases will not
deal however with a constant heating rate but be of more complicated nature
like e.g. decay heat or temperature controlled electrical heating where the
constant value is only the maximum heat load.

For these cases further instructions need to be given in the GIRLS part to
apply modifications of these values.

7.8.2 Constant specific heat load to surface

The new structural heat modelling not only will allow internal heat sources
(or sinks) but also external heat loads. These loads will be added to the
surface(s) layer(s) only and not be specified in volumetric measures but as
an area related specific heat load (W/m2). Otherwise this case is similar to
the previous one, i.e. the given values will apply to the concerned surface
layer (which may be part of material 1,2 or 3, depending on the
composition of the structure) as a constant value, regardless of time and of
any structure, atmosphere or coolant conditions.
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This option can be activated by setting a new variable LSURLO in the
GIRLS input part on T, which then requires 2 additional lines of input for
specifying the heat loads QSURFL and QSURFR for the left and right side
of the slabs. Often this kind of heat load will concern a whole group of slabs
with same characteristics (materials, number of layers and initial tempera-
ture profile). This is why this parameters were not given separately for each
slab in the HECU input part (like ATT, which more or less is an exception)
but in the GIRLS part. If only one single heat slab is concerned then this one
must be specified as a separate 'group' too in the girls part.

You might also apply a negative value on either side to cool the structure's
surface(s) but as mentioned for the internal heat (chpt.7.8.1) you should be
careful in this case:

Presently DsfTRA would not handle cryogenic surfaces correctly
(see chapt.7.8.8), but on the structures side it would be possible to
cool the surface down to - 270 °C

In case of heating of surfaces again the same considerations apply
as given for the internal heat sources of chapt.7.8.1. It is possible
up to high temperatures but may be not reasonable without
limitation.

The typical case of application of this mode would be the heat load to first
wall structures by means of plasma disruption. Little experince is available
so far about the behaviour of the model under various conditions of heating
or cooling.

Further comment: All tests look reasonable so far and promising,
but for example there is no sensitivity study performed yet about the
sensitivity of discretisation of a structure. It should be kept in mind, that the
surface heat load specified here will be adressing the surface layers only,
which then of course will transport heat to or from the following layers by
means of heat conduction. Nevertheless there might be a certain
reasonability limit of minimum required thickness of layers at the surface if
the heat load values are very high.

7.8.3 Controlled surface heat load, thermostatic heater/cooler

The application is pretty much identical to the previous one. The only
difference will be to specify upper (or lower) boundaries for the surface
layer temperatures.

The change from full heat load to zero value will not be spontaneous but
happen with linear decrease within a delta T span from the maximum
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TSMAX. This span DTSM is assumed to be 1 % of the maximum (or
minimum) value, but limited to 1°C minimum and 5°C maximum. First tests
have shown good results with this approach.

The maximum temperature for heating should not exceed 2500°C, the lower
boundary for cooling not be lower than 10cC if possible (see chapt. 7.8.8).

The option will be helpful - and should be applied now - for cases like the
ICE and LOVA tests where (in some cases) the vessel wall was heated and
kept on a certain temperature level. By means of the heat load specification
it may also be investigated if a given heater or cooling system will be
sufficient under certain conditions to keep the temperature on the desired
value or not.

It may also provide a first step at least on the structure's side to handle
cryogenic surfaces as shown in the design of the EVITA tests, distributed
now by CEA (C.Girard, EVITA experimental program - definition of
objectives, Note Technique,12 Nov. 98). But further code development
would be necessary on the atmosphere side (see chapt. 7.8.8).

7.8.4 Time dependent volume specific heat curves

A case where the heating will concern all layers of a material and be
independent from the temperature of the material but depend on the time
span (i.e. starting from a certain time) will be addressed in the following
chapter.

Up to now it has not been reasonable data about decay heat available but
have now been delivered meanwhile by Maria-Teresa Porfiri and are
included as a block data set 'blcdch.f into INTRA and summarized in
Table 7.8.4. The application of the block data values and the application of
own heat curves given by input will here be explained in more detail.

Normally a real structure, e.g. the inboard first wall, will be composed of
several heat slabs in the model which have the same characteristics - or at
least there are some groups of such heat slabs. This will then also concern
the application of decay heat curves, which is the typical case of application
of this option. The input data for this kind of volumetric heat load was
therefore put into the GIRLS part. The physical values generating the curves
are presented in Table 7.8.4.

The values of the decay curves are identified by the NMA1HE=1,
NMA2HE=2 and NMA3HE=3 which mean that the first material of a heat
slab shall receive the heat given by a curve # 1, the second material that
from a curve#2 and the third one that of a curve #3. You might also specify
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NMA1HE = 9, NMA2HE= 3, NMA3HE = 1, or whatever is needed, and of
course different groups may have different such sets, or just one such value
if the slabs of these groups consist of one material only.

What is important however is to remember the highest applied number
because this will be important for the GUYS input following afterwards.
Presently there is the possibility to apply up to 9 different heat curves.

The data set in 'blcdch.f gives preset values for the first 8 curves as
function of time and summarized in Table 7.8.4:

Table 7.8.4
Decay heat data used in INTRA (delivered by Maria Teresa). (These data
are stored in 'blcdch.f.)

Decay
seconds

0
300
1800
3600
10800
3.1536E7

time

0
5 min
30min
1 hour
3 hours
1 year

Inboard

37400
235
177
165
140
44

Be
Outboard

47 800
289
213
199
168
5.34

Inboard

676E3
480E3
185E3
140E3
121E3
1.1E3

Cu
Outboard

890E3
633E3
227E3
163E3
139E3
1.3E3

Inboard

190E3
168E3
141E3
124E3
76.7E3
183

SS316
Outboard

241E3
209E3
174E3
153E3
94.9E3
2.35E3

SS316 shield
Inboard

143E3
129E3
110E3
96.3E3
59.3E3
1.36E3

Outboard

186E3
165E3
139E3
122.5E3
75.5E3
1.8E3

Each set could be composed of up to 20 pairs of values. This might be used
if one of these preset datas shall not be applied but be replaced by own data
given by input. This is decided by the GUYS which follow the GIRLS.

This part concerns the time dependencies of the heat related to different
materials.
Often however there also is a geometrical dependency, which means a
decrease (or increase) with the depth of the material. This is covered by the
second part of GIRLS input of these cases.

7.8.5 Time constant homogeneous internal heat up to Tmax

A case where the heating will concern all layers of a material in an equal
way and be independent from the time but be limited to a maximum
temperature of the material is given by the following combination of

a)

b)
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Attention: Please be aware that

1) the TSMAXI value is valid for all layers of all materials as far as
ATT heat load is concerned

2) the ATT value is applied equally to all layers as far as the
temperature of the single layers do not approach the TSMAXI
value, but

3) single layers may reach the temperature set point at different times,
e.g. by means of heat exchanges with atmosphere or by additional
surface heating or cooling, which means that the linear reduction of
the single layer heat addition may happen at different times and to
different degrees.

4) the way of reduction of internal heat load in case of approximation
to the maximum is identical to the procedure described for the
surface heat load limitation (see chpt 7.8.3)

As with the heat load to surfaces this internal heat option should work also
for cooling and limitation to minimum temperatures.

7.8.6 Internal structure heater/cooler model

The above mentioned combination of homogeneous heat load and
temperature supervision may - although a considerable progress compared
to previous versions - not yet satisfy the user's needs. If for example
cooling pipes or electrical heating rods are arranged in a certain region of a
material - which can be assumed to be the normal case - then this would
require to model a structure by artifically nodalizing it as 2 or 3 different
materials, even if in reality the whole structure consists of one material only
(neglecting the volume of the heating wires or cooling thrills, which often
may be small compared to the size of the whole structure). And if such a
structure really consists of different materials, some of which are heated or
cooled in certain regions of the cross section only, then the modeling will
require further refinement. This can be done, as shown in an example for
slab # 2, by combining the above described coupling of

a) volumetric specific heat source ACC of HECU input plus (see
chpt 7.8.1)

b) TSMAXI option of GIRLS, similar to surface heat load (see
chpt 7.8.3)

with

c) the geometric distribution option of the decay heat case (see
chpt 7.8.4)
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If the temperature approaches the given maximum TSMAXI in any internal
layer where internal heat is applied (in this case layers 4, 5 and 6 only) the
internal heat will decrease to zero. The same applies to the surface heat
loads if the temperature limits TSMAXL or TSMAXR are reached. The
change from full heat load to zero value is treated in the same way in each
case. It will not be spontaneous but happen with linear decrease within a
delta T span from the maximum TSMAX. This span DTSM is assumed to
be 1 % of the maximum (or minimum) value, but limited to 1 °C minimum
and 5 °C maximum.

The maximum temperature for heating should not exceed 2500 °C, the
lower boundary for cooling not be lower than 10 °C if possible.

Attention: If TMAX is zero there will be no limtation of heat load inside
this application range (for surface and internal heat sources).

This heater/cooler model may be used to simulate a hot water or boiling
water pressure tank to provide the steam or water flow of a coolant leak (e.g.
ICE test) if the heat transfer value inside the vessel and the coolant pipe
modelling are adjusted properly. ( The limitation of steam flow due to
choking effects is considered to be appropriate. The limitation of pure liquid
flow however is not fully tested yet and may need further improvement and
the mixed flow choking is not available yet).

7.8.7 Combined constant and time dependent heat applications

The previous case showed the combination of external and internal constant
heat loads within one slab. It is possible too to combine time dependent heat
curve with geometric profile, e.g. in the first material with a constant
internal heat source with geometric profile in the second material and
without geometric variation in the third material.

7.8.8 Modelling of cryogenic surfaces or structures

The updated modelling of heat slabs of INTRA-mod32 is able to cool down
or keep surfaces, structures or parts of structures at desired low
temperatures. The code is prepared at this part to handle cryogenic structures
as described in the chpts. 7.8.3, 7.8.5 and 7.8.6.

But this only concerns the structure, i.e. the HECU part of INTRA.

The zones may contain liquid water and atmosphere with a certain steam
content and INTRA would not be capable to freeze such water fractions.
The lowest possible temperature for the water and steam properties (of the
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TAF routines) presently is 10 °C. Therefore the code limits the zone
temperature to this value (see routines SATURN and INAFKT).

The same applies to the surfaces. INTRA calculates the heat transfer by
condensation if the surface temperature is lower than the saturation
temperature of the zone atmosphere. Here too the steam properties (of TAF
routine) must be applied at the surface conditions and the temperature be
limited to 10 °C minimum. Of course even at 10 °C there may be strong
condensation and a dryout effect of the atmosphere zones happening, but
there still is a certain steam pressure (or density) remaining at this
temperature. So the effect of cryogenic surfaces may be observed to some
extend but not in full.

A new or additional steam property routine must be added and more work
needs to be done probably on several routines. During a first check the
following routines were identified for improvement on this issue:

INAFKT
INAWIR
MTRCEM
SATURN

Further there will special effects happening at cryogenic surfaces if steam or
water is present which were not adressed at all so far in INTRA. Solid ice,
snow or loose crystallic formations may be created at the surface, which
may considerably enhance or on the contrary strongly limit further freezing
(i.e. mass and and heat transfer to the surface). This kind of consideration
mainly would concern the routine MTRCEM.

7.8.9 Restart options

Any of the options described in chapters 7.8.1 to 7.8.7 of this INFO may be
changed during a restart run.

It is possible to change:
• any ATT value and internal temperature limit TSMAXI
• any NGUY value
• any surface load QSULOL or QSULOR and temperature limit

TSMAXLorTSMAXR
• any geometric profile of heat load '% INTERNAL HEAT

PROFILE'
• the number of groups of slabs in the GIRLS input
• the arrangement or composition of groups/slabs in the GIRLS input
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• the use of preset or user defined y = f(t) tables in GUYS input

• from y = f(t) to ATT application or from ATT to y = f(t) values

• from heating to cooling, except if y = f(t) is applied, or from
cooling to heating

• the heat transfer options KEYAL and KEYALR values

• adiabatic to non adiabatic side or vice versa

• the temperature profile of slabs (see INTRA manual, LUPTHI
and LUPTHE options)

• XSTINV and SHIDCH to shift the time dependent heat curves
on time axis

It is not possible to change:

• the number of heat slabs
• the number of layers of a heat slab
• the number of materials of a heat slab
• the number of layers of a material

The following would be accepted by INTRA but is strongly recommended
not to be done:
• change of material properties
• change of surface area
• change of thickness of layers
• change of bordering zones, except if adiabatic end is concerned
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8 Chemical reactions

Chemical reactions can be simulated in INTRA, occurring in various zones
at the surface of various structures. The reactions that are considered are
those between the materials in the structures and the components in the
zones. They include reactions between hot surfaces of different materials
and atmospheric water/steam (LOCA) or air (LOVA).

The chemical reaction input is concerned with the extent and sites of
reactions, and describes the intended reactions as well as radiation effects
and the distribution of energy.

8.1 Chemical modelling

When a chemical reaction is modelled, data is taken both from the heat slab
data (surface temperatures of the structures involved), and from the zone
data (amount and partial pressure of reacting gas components in the zones
concerned). The rate of the chemical reactions will be calculated according
to the semi-empirical relations below, and are depending on the material
(slab) surface temperature and the atmosphere (zone) condition, i.e. content
of reacting component and sometimes total gas pressure. The appropriate
amount of the reacting components will be added to or subtracted from the
zone atmospheres.

Reaction heat will also be added to, or taken from, the zone atmosphere and
surrounding structures according to input. This is continued as long as there
are reacting components present in the specified zones. The reactions are of
course also depending on processes changing temperature of the structures,
such as cooling by atmosphere, water, impingement or cooling systems.

As for now, the chemical reactions that can be simulated in INTRA are
reactions between the materials of the structures (graphite, beryllium and
tungsten) and water/steam or air. The basic formulas and relations of these
reactions are given below. The safety factors and surface factors and heat
transfer factors are given in the input.

The reaction cases to be applied are given as the paramter KEYR. For each
reaction case a surface factor, FSURF, and a safety factor, FSAVE, is also
given. The possible reaction cases to chose between are:

KEYR=0: No reaction considered
KEYR=1: Be - Steam, SADL1.1,6.1,2, divertor Be, Smolik
KEYR=2: Be - Steam, SADL1.1, 6.1,3, front wall Be, Smolik
KEYR=3: Be-Air, SADL1.1, 6.2,Boisset
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KEYR=4: Graphite - Steam, SADL1.1, 6.2, Smolik
KEYR=5 Graphite - Air, SADL1.1, 6.3, O'Brian
KEYR=6: Tungsten - Steam, SADL1.1,6.6, Smolik
KEYR=7: Tungsten - Air, SADL1.1, 6.5, Smolik
KEYR=8: dense Be - Steam, SADL2.1
KEYR=9: porous Be - Steam, SADL2.1

Each case is described in more detail below.

The surface factor, FSURF, is sepcified for each reaction case, and may be
different for left and right side of a structure. This factor is always applied,
unless it is equal to zero.

The reaction rate given in SADL [8] and used in INTRA is given in STP
(liter H2 at standard pressure and temperature). In INTRA it is then
transformed into [mole H2/m

2 s] which equals [mole Be/m2 s], because one
mol of reacted Be results in one mol of generated H2. This [mole/m2s] is
then further transformed into [kg/s] absolute value, by applying the atom
weight of Be and the surface size. It is then multiplied with the safety factor
and, if FSURF # 0, multiplied with the surface factor.

The pressure dependency of the 'Be - water reactions' (cases 1-2, 8-9) is
taken into account.

Beryllium - steam:

Chemical reaction:

Be + H2 O -> BeO + H2 -370 kJ/mole (8.1)

The safety factor FSAVE will be applied in cases 1,2, 8 and 9 if its given
value differs from zero (> 0). If the input value was zero, then the safety
factor of SADL 1.1 will be applied according to the relation between T and
FSAVE, shown in Table 8.1.1.
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Table 8.1.1.
Relation between the temperature and the FSAVE parameters.

Temperature
(t°C)

<500

500<t<600

>600

FSAVE

5

5 ( t " 5 0 0 ) 3
100

2

The reaction rates (r), in 1 STP of H2/m2s are:

For dense Be, below 900 °C:

r - 4 S 1 0 9 c x t / - 2 5 8 5 ° l (*2\
r = 4.o>iu exp Kp^)

For dense Be, above 900 °C:

(8-3)

For porous Be (88 %):

r = 1.23.105expf^] (8.4)

where TK = T [K]

For divertor Be the reaction rate is calculated as the geometrical mean of the
reaction rates for dense and porous Be.

For front wall Be, below 500 °C:

(8.5)

For front wall Be, between 500 °C and 600 °C:
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| | (8.6)

For front wall Be above 600 °C, the reaction rate is calculated as the
geometrical mean of the reaction rates for dense and porous Be.

Beryllium - air:

Chemical reaction:

Be+l/2O2->BeO-610kJ/mole (8.7)

The reaction rates (r), (in mole) of reacted Be/ m2 s, are:

For divertor and front wall Be, below 800 °C:

For divertor and front wall Be, above 800 °C:

where

FPED =

(8.8)

r = 3.87 • 1 0 3 e x p f - ^ ^ • FPED (8.9)

0.85

where P(O2) is the partial pressure of O2.

Graphite - steam:

Chemical reaction:

C + H 2 O-»H 2 + CO+131kJ/mole (8.10)

The reaction rates (r) in 1 STP H2/m2s are:

For temperatures below 1187 °C:
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f (8.11)

For temperatures above 1187 °C:

l (8.12)

)
Graphite - air:

Chemical reaction:

C + O2 -> CO2 - 390 kJ/mole (8.13)

The reaction rates (r), in (mole of) reacted C/m2 s, are:

For temperatures below 1000 °C:

r = 20.6expj ~ 5 7 1 ° I• FPED (8.14)

For temperatures above 1000 °C:

f] (8.15)

Tungsten - steam:

Chemical reaction:

W + 3 H 2 O - > 3 H 2 + WO3-156kJ/mol (8.16)

The reaction rates (r), in 1 STP H2/m
2s are:

(8.17). 9 1 0 e x p ( l

The model is based on the assumption of a low hydrogen production.

Tungsten - air:
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Chemical reaction:

W + 3/2O2 -> WO3 - 841 kJ/mole (8.18)

The reaction rates (r), in (mole of) reacted Tungsten/m2 s, are:

For temperatures below 700 °C:

r = 8.85 • 106 expf ~ 2 4 0 0 ° I • VFPED (8.19)

For temperatures above 700 °C:

r = 88.9expf ~ 1 2 1 7 ° • VFPED (8.20)
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9 Injection modes

The injections that can be made in INTRA are a way of modelling sources
and sinks in the zones. This involves transferring hydrodynamic material
and its associated energy, or heat, to or from the zones. This can be done in
several different ways, at constant or time-dependent rates. The thermal-
hydraulic behaviour of the zones and the injected materials is also based on
the injection declaration described below.

The injection input is concerned with the number of injections and the
content of these, and describes the sites and amounts of injected material, as
well as how the behaviour of the source or sink is depending on zone
conditions.

The possibilities to add or subtract mass and energy to or from the system
are numerous, and there are various injection modes. Governed by key
parameters it is also possible to subtract energy or mass components to
represent heat or mass sinks. The injection is a function of simulation time,
and the input values are stored in special arrays. For each time step, mass
rate and enthalpy (or temperature) are given. The user may choose between
1 (for a constant rate injection) and up to 50 data pairs for the gas and steam
injections. A special extended possibility of injection was prepared for 2
water injections, which may each be composed of pure water or water/
steam-mixtures. The number and physical meaning of parameters to be
given in the input table for each point of time depends on a key parameter to
be given first. The key also indicates if the water shall hit surface(s) of
structure(s) or be added to the atmosphere completely. Up to 500 data
groups may be given for each water injection to represent the source or sink
as a function of time. The code will interpolate between the values given.
Note that outside the interval where the injection is defined the injection will
continue with the slope last defined. It is for now recommended to represent
a sink by giving negative values of the mass rate instead of using the key
option.

The code will determine if the given values are enthalpy or temperature,
and whether the temperature is given in Centigrade or Kelvin, depending on
the key value given to activate an injection mode. If temperature is specified
instead of enthalpy, water and steam injections will be assumed to occur at
saturated conditions.

In cases of simultaneous and coupled computation with another code, e.g.
ATHENA, release rates and other information from this code will override
the injection part of the INTRA input.
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9.1 Heat injection

The heat injection is the first of the injection part. As this injection does not
involve any mass transfer no such 'rate' is given. The 'rate' given is instead
the heat addition (W).

The injected heat either simply added to the specified zone atmosphere, i.e.
to the energy term, or added as a volumetric heat source. For a volumetric
heat source the following applies.

The total internal volume, Vtotint is the sum of all volumes of those zones N
specified as internal zones (NZTYPE(N) = 1). To be precise, it is the sum of
the free volumes.

Vtotint = 2VA (9.1)

where VA = V - Mw *vsf = V - Mw /p [m3]
V = volume of a zone [m3]
p = density [kg/m3]
Mw = water mass of zone [kg]
vsf = specific volume of water [mVkg]

The free volume of a zone therefore often changes during the course of an
accident (especially during a LOCA). Therefore the total internal volume
may be varying too and is determined in each computing step. If all internal
zones shall participate of a volumetric heat source

Qvol = VA/ Vtotin *Qinj (9.2)

where Q^ = injected heat.

9.2 Water/Steam injection

If values for steam are given for a water injection, or vice versa, the code
will change the injection according to the given values, i.e. if the enthalpy is
greater than 2.5e6 J/kg it will be assumed to be a steam injection regardless
of being defined as a water injection.

It is possible to split the injections, i.e. define several zones for given
fractions of the injection. The injection or subtraction may also address
different zones for different components, and the injection zones may vary
with time, but the injection of a component is limited to one zone at the
time.
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For the water injections the mass term is added to the mass balance (of
liquid water) of the specified zones and the energy term to the energy
balance. If sutraction is modelled, the energy term will depend on the actual
zone conditions, and not on data given in the injection input data.

There are two different injections available for water to represent for
example a cold and hot leg break flow, two different locations or an internal
and an external water source or sink. If the water will be injected into the
same zones throughout the injection, these zones are specified by giving
NWl and NW2. If, on the other hand, the injection zones vary with time, the
zones are specified in the injection part input instead (ZONE). It is also
possible to have one injection constant and the other time dependent. The
restwater from the water injections will end up in the sump zones NRESW1
andNRESW2.

One of the water injections above may be an injection of a water/steam
mixture. For this option the temperature and not the enthalpy must be given,
as well as the steam content (quality) of the mixture (QUAL). The enthalpy
of both water and steam will be calculated from this temperature (assuming
saturated conditions).

If spontaneous evaporation is enforced by the user (LSPONT=T) the code
will consider evaporation of the liquid fraction. With both steam and water
at low temperatures (around 10 °C) about 1/3 of the water will evaporate in
vacuum. With increasing steam pressure, the saturation temperature will
increase and the effect will be reduced. The steam will be added to the
atmosphere of the injection zone, and treated like a steam injection.

The zone will change to saturated conditions when water is injected into the
atmosphere. If the zone atmosphere is saturated when the injection begins,
the condensation (or evaporation) rate in the zone may considerably
increase.

If water is not injected into the atmosphere, but admitted to the surface of an
internal structure (by applying KWASSI(IO) the water not already
evaporated (if LSPONT=T) would act to cool (or heat) the structures and
then evaporate. The part of the water leaving the structure as steam will take
its evaporation energy from the structure, and the enthalpy will be calculated
from the saturation temperature of the zone. The evaporated water will
physically be treated as a steam injection entering the zone where the
structure is defined. The water not evaporated in this process will be
transferred to a sump zone if one is specified by the user. It will enter the
sump zone as a water injection, with the same temperature as the surface
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temperature of the structure it left. If no sump zone is specified
(NRESWA=0) the water will remain in the injection zone. If LSPONT=F
the enthalpy should be specified by input, and if LSPONT=T the enthalpy
will be calculated from the saturation temperature of the injection zone.

The priority of these different options is as follows. If the steam/water
option (QUAL) is applied the water injection will be split into a liquid water
and a steam fraction, both at the input temperature. The liquid water fraction
will then be further split into water and steam due to expansion to zone
pressure if spontaneous evaporation is enforced (LSPONT=T). Water and
steam will then obtain the possibly reduced saturation temperature of the
injection zone. Up to 30 % of the water may be transformed to steam. The
further treatment depends on if impingement is included or not: If water is
supposed to hit structure surfaces, i.e. for KWASS>10 the process sequence
is the following: Part of the remaining water may then directly enter the
zone atmosphere of the injection zone depending on the SPRALO input.
This fraction of the water will enter the atmosphere as small droplets or
aerosols which will remain in the atmosphere long enough to come close to
thermal equilibrium with the atmosphere. The remainder of the liquid water
may or may not further evaporate at various hot surfaces according to the
GIN input, the water being at saturation temperature. If LSPONT=F, the
water temperature will remain untouched and be at the temperature given in
the input table instead. The heat transfer of the water in contact with the hot
surfaces has to be estimated by the user (KLEID). The rest of the water (if
there is any left) will then be added to the rest water zone or remain in the
injection zone (if NRESWA=0). Note that the injection zone and the
structures will be cooled faster if LSPONT=T.

However, if no direct contact of water is assumed with structures, i.e. for
KWASS<0, the full amount of water is added to the injection zone and no
SPRAID input is required. Otherwise, the same rules apply as listed for the
impingement case. This means that the LSPONT option may be applied
which will split the injection into two phases which may be at considerably
lower temperature than the input table values (water and steam) of the case
LSPONT=F. And in any case the remaining (or given) liquid part may be
added to the injection zone or a rest water zone.

For coupled runs (ISAS) the same options and priority rules generally apply.
The injection values from GEBIANE/VISAS are replaced by the values
given in the INTRA input. To make the water hit the structures a dummy
water injection of type 10 must be defined. The injection values are still
taken from GIBIANE/VISAS, but the GIN input is be kept from the INTRA
input.
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If the injection temperature is given in the injection input, the injection is
assumed to occur at saturated conditions. If the user chooses to give
enthalpies instead, the injection conditions are determined by the actual
input values even if they are not reasonable, i.e. water may be subcooled and
steam superheated. The mass term is however always added to the mass
balance in the zone (as steam) and the energy term is added to the energy
balance. If the injection is large enough (or if the energy content in the
injection is large enough), it will increase the saturation in a superheated
atmosphere zone until it reaches full humidity.

9.3 Gas injection

For injections of noncondensible gases, the injected mass specified for each
gas component is added to the mass balance of this component in the
specified zone. Energy input is added to the energy balance.

The energy values of the non condensable may be given by means of either

specific enthalpy [J/kg]
or by

temperature (°C or K) and the enthalpy is then calculated by
INTRA

The code will identify which value is given by means of the order of
magnitude, below. It will be interpreted as a temperature (given in CC),
above as a specific enthalpy.

The gas injection tables may be used for additional heat injections if
KQUEL >= 3 is applied. In this case the first value (normally representing
the injection rate) may be used as a factor (for scaling and direction) while
the second position (normally representing the enthalpy) would now contain
the heat rate (W). The first rate, the factor, will be neglected if its value is
zero. This kind of heat addition of subtraction (if the value itself or the
factor was given with negative sign) applies to a single zone always, the
specified injection zone. This kind of heat addition of heat injection is an
auxiliary mod which may be used if the 'normal' heat injection is not
sufficient for some reasons and not all gas injection modes were used. In
most cases however the 'ordinary' heat injection will be applied as
described in chpt. 9.1.
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10 Defining materials

There are some possibilities for the user to define his own materials, both
the hydrodynamic material in the volumes and the materials of the heat
slabs. They are both indirectly defined by the user in stating material
constants and properties.

The input is concerned with the properties of the materials and the geo-
metrical shape of the structures being modelled of these. It also describes
their physical characteristics (heat capacities, conduction, heat transfers
between materials) and if applied, various kinds of heating or cooling of
surfaces or material parts.

For the hydrodynamic material in the volumes, referred to as zone com-
ponents, there are five pre-defined gases: H2, N2 ,02 , CO and CO2. A sixth
gas component is He or D2/ T2 , depending on input. Since these materials
are indirectly defined by the user it is possible to define other gaseous
components as well. The user defines the components by giving the
molecular weights, gas constants, diffusion constants and dissolvation
constants. The same six gases are also the gases that can be injected into the
zones, in which case the user also must define their energy content (enthalpy
or temperature). Predefined are also the solid materials Be, C and W. These
materials can of course not be injected into the zones, but they can react
chemically with the water vapour and/or air in the zones.

The heat slab materials are also defined by the user, in stating properties
such as density, heat capacity, heat transfer coefficient and heat conductivity
coefficient. Geometrical shape, number of layers and thickness are also
defined for the heat slab materials. Other options for the materials in the
structures are internal heat sources and different heat transfer modes.
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